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1) An organised folder with clearly marked sections.  

We recommend organising your folder chronologically, lesson-by-lesson, using your 
learning tracker (see below). Your folder will be routinely checked for the following:  
□ Course booklet 
□ Folder is well organised with unit dividers 
□ Clear section marked for essays and improvements. 
□ Class notes are up to date 
□ Homework is up to date 
□ Learning tracker (knowledge checklist) is up to date.  
□ Assessment Tracker (in this booklet) is up to date 
□ Evidence of a minimum of 4 hours of independent study per week, including an up-to-

date reading record (in this booklet) 
□ Glossary is up to date, either in this booklet or as a separate marked section in folder 

 

2) READ, READ and then READ some more.  
• You MUST read and watch the titles specified by Edexcel! 

• Refer to the reading list at the end of this guide. Lots of these 
texts will be set as HW.  

• You should spend a minimum of 4 hours independent work 
per week for this unit - This is the minimum amount of time 
you should spend on the work and reading set by your 
teacher every week OR additional wider reading / 
research.  

• You must record your findings and notes in your 
reading record or make notes, according the task 
instructions; your teacher may set you specific questions 
with the reading they set you, or they may simply ask you to record notes under key 
headings. You should bring this to lesson to refer to. Your teacher will regularly check or 
ask you to share your reading with your class. 

• If you fail to show evidence that you have completed your 4 hours work you will be 
required to complete 4 hours of work after school at a time organised by your teacher. 

 
The best textbooks to buy / access are: 

 
1. Pearson Edexcel A level Politics, Jenkins, Jeffries and Tuck, (May 

2019) Hodder.  

Although not published by the exam board, it is written by Hodder for your 

whole course in BOTH Y12 and Y13. This textbook is more accessible for 

students. We will use this a lot in our lessons.  

 
 

Top Tip 

Your core textbook is a great 

place to start for essential 

reading but this alone is not 

enough. You should look to 

read as widely as possible as 

this will allow you to develop 

your understanding further. 

What is expected of me at A Level? 
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2. Edexcel GCE Politics AS and A-level Student Book and eBook (Edexcel GCE 
Politics 2017), Colclough et al. (August 2017) 
The exam board’s textbook is a great place to start for essential reading. It’s 
advisable to buy a copy, but you can also access it here for FREE:  
https://www.klshistory.co.uk/access-to-e-textbook.html 
 
 

3. Edexcel UK Government and Politics for AS/A Level Fifth Edition, 

McNaughton (July 2017) Hodder 

Again, although not published by the exam board, it is written by Hodder for 

your course. This textbook is more accessible for students. We will use this a 

lot in our lessons.  

 

4. Essentials of UK Politics: For AS and A-Level, Andrew Heywood (Jul 2017) 

Andrew Heywood is THE authority on A Level Politics. Again, we will use this a lot 

in lessons.  

 

5. Politics, Andrew Heywood (March 2019) 

Andrew Heywood is THE authority on A Level Politics. This is a good purchase if 

you’re aiming for an A/A*.  

 

6. UK Politics Annual Update 2020, Gallop (January 2020) 

Each year, there is an updated version of this textbook. It outlines key political 

changes from the previous year. I would recommend buying the 2020 and 2021 

versions of this too.  This will be available on the website. 

The best Revision Guides to buy / access are: 
1. My Revision Notes: Edexcel AS/A-level Politics: UK Government and Politics, 

McNaughton (Jan 2018)  

2. REVISE Edexcel AS/A Level Politics Revision Guide & Workbook: includes online edition 

(REVISE Edexcel GCE Politics 2017) (Nov 2018) 

3. Need to Know: Edexcel A-level Politics, Cooper (July 2018)  

Chapters 1&2 are available as scans here: https://www.klshistory.co.uk/wider-

reading1.html  

4. Aiming for an A in A-level Politics, Jenkins (June 2018)  

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.klshistory.co.uk/access-to-e-textbook.html
https://www.klshistory.co.uk/wider-reading1.html
https://www.klshistory.co.uk/wider-reading1.html
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3) A proactive attitude to independent study.  
 

Remember the course is completed 1/3rd in class and 2/3rds outside of class. This means YOU HAVE 
to work and read at home or in study periods. If you do not work and read at outside of class you will 
fail the course. Use the 5 R’s to help you become a more independent learner: 

1. Research (around the current topic/homework) 
2. Reading (looking ahead and reading around the upcoming topic) 
3. Reviewing (Checking over notes and filling any gaps) 
4. Responding to targets and verbal and written feedback given in class from teachers and 

peers 
5. Reflecting (Thinking about areas you need support in, areas you are confident in and setting 

targets to make changes) 
 

4) Be fully PREPARED for and ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE in lessons  
• Preparation - If you are asked to prepare a task for a lesson you must complete it and arrive at 

the lesson with your completed work. You must always arrive at your lesson with your correct 
folder, textbook, reading record or any other preparation work you have asked to bring. It is not 
acceptable to arrive at a history lesson without the work you have prepared in advance. If you 
arrive without the prepared work you will not be able to participate in the lesson and will 
therefore be asked to leave the lesson to complete the preparatory work. You will then complete 
the lesson in a catch up session organised by your teacher. This may be in lunchtime or after school 
or in a number of your free periods. 

• 100% attendance. If there is a valid reason why you cannot attend (e.g. a pre-booked medical 
appointment or a sports fixture) it is your responsibility to inform your teacher. They will then 
expect you to complete the work missed in school time on one of your free periods. It is not 
acceptable to book driving lessons or tests in lesson time. 

• Active involvement in lessons - You must play an active and focused role in all lessons. The more 
you engage in discussion and activities, the more you will get out of the lesson. You must also 
never leave the lesson if there is something important that you feel you have not understood. 
Remember your teacher is there to help you understand and history can be difficult so ask 
questions if you are unsure. 

 

5) Meet deadlines 
You must meet every deadline set to you by your teacher. Failing to meet homework and reading 
deadlines means that you may not be able to participate in the lesson; you will be asked to leave 
in order to catch up. Failing to meet an essay / exam question deadline might means that you 
miss out on the same degree of feedback as others.  
 
Your teacher will always ensure you have sufficient time to complete work set. If you are 
struggling to meet a deadline it is important that you speak to your teacher in advance and work 
out a solution to help you complete the work.  
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• Organised, engaging and challenging lessons 
Your teacher will lead lessons and will always make the objectives of the 
lesson and the tasks set accessible for all students. They will ensure you 
understand key concepts and know key factual information. They will teach 
you the skills you need to achieve your potential in history. 
 

• Regular assessment and feedback  
Your teacher will mark your work regularly and provide you with 
constructive feedback which will help you develop effective examination 
techniques. 
 

• Resources to support your independent study 
As well as this course guide, there will be a website for our course so that 
you can access:  

a. Lesson-by-lesson resources (if you’re unsure of something in 
the lesson and you want to spend more time on it at home) 

b. Assessment resources - Past paper questions, mark schemes 
and exemplar essays 

c. Additional reading suggestions 
d. Revision guides, resources and tools.    

 

https://www.klshistory.co.uk 
  
• Individual support 

Your teacher is always available outside lesson time to give you support with 
any aspects of the course you are finding difficult. You must make an 
appointment to see them and they will always be willing to help. 

 

• High expectations 
Your teacher will always have high expectations for you to help you work 
towards your target grade. 
 
 
 
 

 

What support will I receive from my teacher? 

 

https://www.klshistory.co.uk/
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There are three externally-assessed exam units: 

1. UK Politics (AS = minus political ideology) 
2. UK Government (AS = minus political ideology) 
3. Comparative Politics: USA Politics (NOT included in AS) 

 
You will study component 1 and 2 in Y12, followed by Component 3 in Y13.  
 

Component 1: UK Politics (9PL0/01) 
This section explores the nature of politics and how people engage in the political process in the UK. 
Students will investigate in detail how people and politics interact. They will explore the emergence 
and development of the UK’s democratic system and the similarities, differences, connections and 
parallels between direct and indirect democracy. They will focus on the role and scope of political 
parties that are so central to contemporary politics, including the significance of the manifestos they 
publish at election time and their relevance to the mandate of the resulting government. 
 
This section allows students to understand the individual in the political process and their relationship 
with the state and their fellow citizens. Students will examine how electoral systems in the UK operate 
and how individuals and groups are influenced in their voting behaviour and political actions. This 
component will further examine the role of the media in contemporary politics. It will also give 
students an understanding of voting patterns and voting behaviour. 
 
Section A: Political Participation 

1. Democracy and participation 
2. Political parties 
3. Electoral systems  
4. Voting behaviour and the role of the media. 

 
Section B: Core Political Ideas 
This section allows students to explore the three traditional political ideas of conservatism, liberalism 
and socialism. Students will learn about the core ideas and principles and how they apply in practice 
to human nature, the state, society and the economy, the divisions within each idea and their key 
thinkers. 

1. Conservatism  
2. Liberalism  
3. Socialism 

 
Assessment overview 

• Written examination: 2 hours 

• 33⅓% of the qualification - 84 marks 
 

Section A: Political Participation (60 marks) 
One 30-mark question from a choice of two (each question uses a source) – students must complete 
one of these. Plus one 30-mark question from a choice of two – students must complete one of 
these. All questions assess AO1, AO2 and AO3. 
 
Section B: Core Political Ideas (24 marks) 
One 24-mark question from a choice of two, which assesses AO1, AO2 and AO3. 

 

Course Overview 
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Unit 2: UK Government (9PL0/02) 
 

Politics is ultimately about people, but most political decisions are made by a branch of government 
whose roles and powers are determined by a set of rules: the constitution. This component is 
fundamental to understanding the nature of UK government, since it enables students to understand 
where, how and by whom political decisions are made. The component also gives students a base of 
comparison to other political systems.  
 
The component introduces students to the set of rules governing politics in the UK, the UK 
constitution, which is different in nature from most of the rest of the world. It further introduces 
students to the specific roles and powers of the different major branches of the government – 
legislative, executive, and judiciary – as well as the relationships and balance of power between them, 
and considers where sovereignty now lies within this system. 
 
Students will explore the following key themes: the relative powers of the different branches of UK 
government; the extent to which the constitution has changed in recent years; the desirability of 
further change; and the current location of sovereignty within the UK political system. 
 
Section A: UK Government 

1. The constitution 
2. Parliament 
3. The Prime Minister and executive 
4. The relationships between the government branches 

 
Section B: Core Political Ideas (We will study ONE of the following) 

• Anarchism 
• Ecologism  
• Feminism 
• Multiculturalism 
• Nationalism 

 
Assessment overview 

• Written examination: 2 hours 

• 33⅓% of the qualification - 84 marks 
 

Section A: UK Government 
One 30-mark question from a choice of two (each question uses a source) – students must complete 
one of these. Plus one 30-mark question from a choice of two – students must complete one of 
these. All questions assess AO1, AO2 and AO3. 
 
Section B: Non-core Political Ideas 
One 24-mark question from a choice of two, which assesses AO1, AO2 and AO3. 
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(Y13) Unit 3: Comparative Politics: A Government and Politics of the USA 
(9PL0/3A) 

 
The USA has been considered by some to be a ‘beacon of democracy’. As a world power, 
understanding the nature of US democracy, and the debates surrounding it, is crucial given the 
considerable impact that the USA has on UK, European and global politics.  
 
Students will explore the US Constitution and the arguments surrounding this guiding document of US 
democracy. In learning about the key institutions of government in the USA and analysing the manner 
in which they achieve this power and exercise it over their citizens, students will judge ultimately 
whether ‘liberty and justice for all’ has been achieved in the USA. Students will be expected to highlight 
the debates on the nature of democracy in the USA and evaluate the extent to which it remains an 
issue.  
 
The impact of the US government on the world beyond its borders is increasingly a feature of 
international politics. Students will begin to engage with this interaction by comparing and contrasting 
politics and institutions in the US with those in the UK. This will develop a wider understanding of 
politics as a discipline, underpinned by the theoretical concepts of comparative politics.  
 
There are six content areas:  

1. The US Constitution and federalism  
2. US Congress  
3. US presidency  
4. US Supreme Court and US civil rights  
5. US democracy and participation  
6. Comparative theories 

 
 
Assessment overview for 3B 

• Written examination: 2 hours 

• 33⅓% of the qualification - 84 marks 

 
Section A 
One 12-mark question from a choice of two, which assesses AO1 and AO2. 
 
Section B 
One compulsory 12-mark question focused on comparative theories, which assesses AO1 and AO2. 
 
Section C 
Two 30-mark questions from a choice of three, which assess AO1, AO2 and AO3. 
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Component 1 UK Politics  
Section A: Political Participation 

 
1. Democracy and participation 

 
Overall Topic Specific topic Notes 

on this  
Revised 

this  
Completed 

practice 
Qs 

Current 
systems of 
representative 
democracy and 
direct 
democracy. 
 

The features of direct democracy and representative 
democracy. 

   

The similarities and differences between direct 
democracy and representative democracy. 

   

Advantages and disadvantages of direct democracy and 
representative democracy and consideration of the case 
for reform. 

   

A wider 
franchise and 
debates over 
suffrage 

Key milestones in the widening of the franchise in 
relation to class, gender, ethnicity and age, including the 
1832 Great Reform Act and the 1918, 1928 and 1969 
Representation of the People Acts. 

   

The work of the suffragists/suffragettes to extend the 
franchise. 

   

The work of a current movement to extend the 
franchise. 

   

Pressure 
groups and 
other 
influences 

How different pressure groups exert influence and how 
their methods and influence vary in contemporary 
politics. 

   

Case studies of two different pressure groups, 
highlighting examples of how their methods and 
influence vary. 

   

Other collective organisations and groups including think 
tanks, lobbyists and corporations, and their influence on 
government and Parliament. 

   

Rights in 
context 

Major milestones in their development, including the 
significance of Magna Carta and more recent 
developments, including the Human Rights Act 1998 and 
Equality Act 2010. 

   

Debates on the extent, limits and tensions within the 
UK’s rights-based culture, including consideration of 
how individual and collective right may conflict, the 
contributions from civil liberty pressure groups – 
including the work of two contemporary civil liberty 
pressure. 

   

 
 
 

Knowledge and Definitions Trackers 
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2. Political Parties 
 

Overall Topic Specific topic Notes 
on this  

Revised 
this  

Completed 
practice Qs 

Political 
parties 

The functions and features of political parties in the UK’s 
representative democracy. 

   

How parties are currently funded, debates on the 
consequences of the current funding system. 

   

The 
established 
political 
parties  

The origins and historical development of the 
Conservative Party and how this has shaped current 
policy 

   

The origins and historical development of the Labour 
Party and how this has shaped current policy 

   

The origins and historical development of the Liberal 
Democrat Party and how this has shaped current policy 

   

Emerging 
and minor 
UK political 
parties 

The importance of other parties in the UK    
The ideas and policies of two other minor parties: 
(SNP/DUP/Plaid) 

   

The ideas and policies of two other minor parties: 
(UKIP/Green) 

   

UK political 
parties in 
context 

The development of a multi-party system and its 
implications for government 

   

Various factors that affect party success – explanations of 
why political parties have succeeded or failed, including 
debates on the influence of the media. 
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3. Electoral Systems 

 
Overall Topic Specific topic Notes 

on 
this  

Revised 
this  

Completed 
practice Qs 

Different 
electoral 
systems 

The advantages and disadvantages of First-
past-the-post (FPTP),  

   

The advantages and disadvantages of 
Additional Member System  

   

The advantages and disadvantages of Single 
Transferable Vote 

   

The advantages and disadvantages of 
Supplementary Vote (SV) 

   

Referendums 
and how they 
are used 

How referendums have been used in the UK 
and their impact on UK political life since 1997 

   

The case for and against referendums in a 
representative democracy 

   

Electoral 
system 
analysis 

Debates on why different electoral systems are 
used in the UK 

   

The impact of the electoral system on the 
government or type of government appointed 

   

The impact of different systems on party 
representation and of electoral systems on 
voter choice 
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4. Voting behaviour and the media 
 

Overall 
Topic 

Specific topic Notes on 
this  

Revised 
this  

Completed 
practice Qs 

Case studies 
of three key 
general 
elections 

Case studies of three elections (one from the period 1945–92, the 
1997 election, and one since 1997), the results and their impact on 
parties and government. 

   

The factors that explain the outcomes of these elections, including: 

• the reasons for and impact of party policies and manifestos, 
techniques used in their election campaigns, and the wider 
political context of the elections 

• class-based voting and other factors influencing voting 
patterns, such as partisanship and voting attachment 

• gender, age, ethnicity and region as factors in influencing 
voting behaviour, turnout and trends. 

   

Analysis of the national voting-behaviour patterns for 
these elections, revealed by national data sources and how 
and why they vary. 

   

The 
influence of 
the media 

The assessment of the role and impact of the media on politics – 
both during and between key general elections 

   

The importance and relevance of opinion polls    

Media bias and persuasion.    
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Section B: Core Political Ideas  
(NOT included in AS) 

1. Conservatism 
 

Overall Topic Specific topic Notes 
on this  

Revised 
this  

Completed 
practice Qs 

Core ideas and 
principles of 
conservatism 
and how they 
relate to human 
nature, the 
state, society 
and the 
economy 

pragmatism – flexible approach to society with decisions made on 
the basis of what works – to cover links between pragmatism and 
traditional conservative and one-nation philosophy 

   

tradition – accumulated wisdom of past societies and a connection 
between the generations – to cover how this creates stability, links 
with organic change, and enhances humans’ security 

   

human imperfection – humans are flawed which makes them 
incapable of making good decisions for themselves – to cover the 
three aspects of psychological, moral and intellectual imperfection 

   

organic society/state – society/state is more important than any 
individual parts – to cover how this links to the underpinning of 
the beliefs of authority and hierarchy and a cohesive society 

   

paternalism – benign power exerted from above by the state, that 
governs in the interests of the people – to cover the different 
interpretations by traditional (an authoritarian approach, the state 
knows what is best so the people must do what they are told) and 
one-nation conservatives (there is an obligation on the wealthy to 
look after those who are unable to look after themselves)and why 
it is rejected by New Right Conservatives 

   

libertarianism (specifically neo-liberalism) – upholds liberty, 
seeking to maximise autonomy and free choice, mainly in the 
economy – to cover the moral and economic values associated 
with this idea. 

   

The differing 
views and 
tensions within 
conservatism: 

traditional conservative − commitment to hierarchic and 
paternalistic values 

   

one-nation conservative − updating of traditional conservatism in 
response to the emergence of capitalism 

   

new right − the marriage of neo-liberal and neo-conservative ideas 
and include: 

• neo-liberal: principally concerned with free-market economics 
and atomistic individualism 

• neo-conservative: principally concerned with the fear of social 
fragmentation, tough on law and order and public morality. 

   

Conservative 
thinkers and 
their 
ideas 

Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679) 
• Order – an ordered society should balance the human need to 
lead a free life. 
• Human nature – humans are needy, vulnerable and easily led 
astray in attempts to understand the world around them. 

   

Edmund Burke (1729–1797) 
• Change – political change should be undertaken with great 
caution and organically. 
• Tradition and empiricism – practices passed down for 
generations should be respected. 

   

Michael Oakeshott (1901–1990) 
• Human imperfection – suggestion that society is unpredictable 
and humans are imperfect. 
• Pragmatism – belief that conservatism is about being pragmatic. 

   

Ayn Rand (1905–1982) 
• Objectivism – this advocates the virtues of rational self-interest. 
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• Freedom – this supports a pure, laissez-faire capitalist economy.  

Robert Nozick (1938–2002) 
• Libertarianism – based on Kant’s idea that individuals in society 
cannot be treated as a thing, or used against their will as a 
resource. 
• Self-ownership – individuals own their bodies, talents, abilities 
and labour. 
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2. Liberalism 
 

Overall Topic Specific topic Notes on 
this  

Revised 
this  

Completed 
practice Qs 

Liberalism: 
core ideas and 
principles 

individualism – the primacy of the individual in society over any group – to 
cover egoistical individualism and developmental individualism 

   

freedom/liberty – the ability and right to make decisions in your own interests 
based on your view of human nature – to cover how liberals guarantee 
individual freedom, the link between freedom and individualism, that freedom 
is ‘under the law’ 

   

state – it is ‘necessary’ to avoid disorder, but ‘evil’ as it has potential to 
remove individual liberty, thus should be limited; this is linked to the liberal 
view of the economy 

   

rationalism – the belief that humans are rational creatures, capable of reason 
and logic – to cover how rationalism underpins an individual’s ability to define 
their own best interests and make their own moral choices, creating a 
progressive society 

   

equality/social justice – the belief that individuals are of equal value and that 
they should be treated impartially and fairly by society – to cover foundational 
and formal equality and equality of opportunity 

   

liberal democracy – a democracy that balances the will of the people, as 
shown through elections, with limited government (state) and a respect for 
civil liberties in society – to cover why liberals support it as well as why they 
are concerned about it. 

   

Differing 
views and 
tensions 
within 
liberalism 

classical liberalism − early liberals who believed that individual freedom would 
best be achieved with the state playing a minimal role 

   

modern liberalism − emerged as a reaction against free-market capitalism, 
believing this had led to many individuals not being free. Freedom could no 
longer simply be defined as ‘being left alone’. 

   

Liberal 
thinkers and 
their ideas 

John Locke (1632-1704) 
• Social contract theory – society, state and government are based on a 
theoretical voluntary agreement. 
• Limited government – that government should be limited and based on 
consent from below. 

   

Mary Wollstonecraft (1759–97) 
• Reason – women are rational and independent beings capable of reason. 
• Formal equality – in order to be free, women should enjoy full civil liberties 
and be allowed to have a career. 

   

John Stuart Mill (1806-73) 
• Harm principle – that individuals should be free to do anything except harm 
other individuals. 
• Tolerance – belief that the popularity of a view does not necessarily make it 
correct. 

   

John Rawls (1921-2002) 
• Theory of justice – opinion that society must be just and guarantee each 
citizen a life worth living. 
• The veil of ignorance – a hypothetical scenario where individuals, agree on 
the type of society they want from a position where they lack knowledge of 
their own position in society. 

   

Betty Friedan (1921-2006) 
• Legal equality – women are as capable as men and that oppressive laws and 
social views must be overturned. 
• Equal opportunity – women are being held back from their potential because 
of the limited number of jobs that are ‘acceptable’ for women. 
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3. Socialism 

 
Overall Topic Specific topic Notes on 

this  
Revised 

this  
Completed 
practice Qs 

Socialism: 
core 
ideas and 
principles 

collectivism – to cover how collective human effort is both of greater 
practical value to the economy and moral value to society than the effort of 
individuals 

   

common humanity – to cover the nature of humans as social creatures with 
a tendency to co-operation, sociability and rationality, and how the 
individual cannot be understood without reference to society, as human 
behaviour is socially determined 

   

equality – is a fundamental value of socialism – to cover the disagreements 
among socialists about the nature of equality and how it is critical to the 
state, society, the economy and human nature 

   

social class – a group of people in society who have the same 
socioeconomic status – to cover the extent to which class impacts on 
socialists’ views of society, the state and the economy 

   

workers’ control − to cover the importance and the extent of control over 
the economy and/or state and how it is to be achieved. 

   

Differing 
views 
and tensions 
within 
socialism 

revolutionary socialism − socialism can be brought about only by the 
overthrow of the existing political and societal structures 

   

social democracy − an ideological view that wishes to humanise capitalism 
in the interests of social justice 

   

Third Way − a middle-ground alternative route to socialism and free-
market capitalism. 

   

Socialist 
thinkers 
and their 
ideas 

Karl Marx (1818–83) and Friedrich Engels (1820–95) 
• The centrality of social class – the ideas of historical materialism, dialectic 
change and revolutionary class consciousness. 
• Humans as social beings – how nature is socially determined and how 
true common humanity can be expressed only under communism. 

   

Beatrice Webb (1858–1943) 
• ‘The inevitability of gradualness’ – the gradualist parliamentary strategy 
for achieving evolutionary socialism. 
• The expansion of the state – that this, and not the overthrow of the state, 
is critical in delivering socialism. 

   

Rosa Luxemburg (1871–1919) 
• Evolutionary socialism and revisionism – this is not possible as capitalism 
is based on an economic relationship of exploitation. 
• Struggle by the proletariat for reform and democracy – this creates the 
class consciousness necessary for the overthrow of the capitalist society 
and state. 
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Anthony Crosland (1918–77) 
• The inherent contradictions in capitalism – does not drive social change 
and managed capitalism can deliver social justice and equality. 
• State-managed capitalism – includes the mixed economy, full 
employment and universal social benefits. 

   

Anthony Giddens (1938– ) 
• The rejection of state intervention – acceptance of the free market in the 
economy, emphasis on equality of opportunity over equality, responsibility 
and community over class conflict. 
• The role of the state – is social investment in infrastructure and education 
not economic and social engineering. 
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Component 2: UK Government Learning Tracker 
Section A: UK Government  

 
1. The constitution 

 
Overall Topic Specific topic Notes on 

this  
Revised 

this  
Completed 
practice Qs 

The nature 
and sources 
of the UK 
constitution, 
including 

an overview of the development of the constitution 
through key historical documents: Magna Carta (1215); Bill 
of Rights (1689); Act of Settlement (1701); Acts of Union 
(1707); Parliament Acts (1911 and 1949); The European 
Communities Act (1972) 

   

the nature of the UK constitution: unentrenched, 
uncodified and unitary, and the ‘twin pillars’ of 
parliamentary sovereignty and the rule of law 

   

the five main sources of the UK constitution: statute law; 
common law; conventions; authoritative works and 
treaties (including European Union law). 

   

How the 
constitution 
has changed 
since 1997 

Under Labour 1997–2010: House of Lords reforms, 
electoral reform; devolution; the Human Rights Act 1998; 
and the Supreme Court. 

   

Under the Coalition 2010–15: Fixed Term Parliaments; 
further devolution to Wales. 

   

Any major reforms undertaken by governments since 
2015, including further devolution to Scotland (in the 
context of the Scottish Referendum). 

   

The role and 
powers of 
devolved 
bodies in the 
UK, and the 
impact of 
this 
devolution 
on the UK. 

Devolution in England.    
Scottish Parliament and Government.    
Welsh Assembly and Government.    
Northern Ireland Assembly and Executive.    

Debates on 
further 
reform 

An overview of the extent to which the individual reforms 
since 1997 listed in section 1.2 above should be taken 
further. 

   

The extent to which devolution should be extended in 
England. 

   

Whether the UK constitution should be changed to be 
entrenched and codified, including a bill of rights. 
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2. Parliament 
 

Overall Topic Specific topic Notes 
on this  

Revised 
this  

Completed 
practice Qs 

The House of 
Commons 

The selection of members of the House of Commons    

The main functions of the House of Commons    

The exclusive powers of the House of Commons    

The House of Lords 
(compared to the 
Commons) 

The selection of members of the House of Lords    

The main functions of the House of Lords    

The main powers of the House of Lords    

The legislative 
process 

The different stages a bill must go through to become law.    

The interaction between the Commons and the Lords during the 
legislative process, including the Salisbury Convention. 

   

The ways in which 
Parliament 
interacts with the 
Executive 

The role and significance of backbenchers in both Houses, including 
the importance of parliamentary privilege. 

   

The work of select committees.    

The role and significance of the opposition.    

The purpose and nature of ministerial question time, including Prime 
Minister’s Questions. 
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3. Prime Minister and Executive 
 

Overall Topic Specific topic Notes 
on this  

Revised 
this  

Completed 
practice Qs 

The structure, role, 
and powers of the 
Executive 

Its structure, including Prime Minister, the Cabinet, junior 
ministers and government departments. 

   

Its main roles, including proposing legislation, proposing a 
budget, and making policy decisions within laws and budget. 

   

The main powers of the Executive, including Royal 
Prerogative powers, initiation of legislation and secondary 
legislative power. 

   

The concept of 
ministerial 
responsibility 

The concept of individual ministerial responsibility.    

The concept of collective ministerial responsibility    

The power of the 
Prime Minister and 
the Cabinet 

The factors governing the Prime Minister’s selection of 
ministers. 

   

The factors that affect the relationship between the 
Cabinet and the Prime Minister, and the ways they have 
changed and the balance of power between the Prime 
Minister and the Cabinet. 

   

The powers of the 
Prime Minster and 
the Cabinet to 
dictate 
events and 
determine policy 

Students must study the influence of one Prime Minister 
from 1945 to 1997 and one post-1997 Prime Minister 

   

Students may choose any pre-1997 and any post-1997 Prime 
Minister, provided that they study them in an equivalent 
level of detail, covering both events and policy, with 
examples that illustrate both control and a lack of control. 
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4. Relations between government branches 
 

Overall Topic Specific topic Notes 
on this  

Revised 
this  

Completed 
practice 

Qs 

The Supreme 
Court and its 
interactions with, 
and influence 
over, the 
legislative and 
policy-making 
processes 

The role and composition of the Supreme 
Court. 

   

The key operating principles of the 
Supreme Court, including judicial neutrality 
and judicial independence and their extent. 

   

The degree to which the Supreme Court 
influences both the Executive and 

Parliament, including the doctrine of ultra 

vires and judicial review. 

   

The relationship 
between the 
Executive and 
Parliament 

The influence and effectiveness of 
Parliament in holding the Executive to 
account. 

   

The influence and effectiveness of the 
Executive in attempting to exercise 
dominance over Parliament. 

   

The extent to which the balance of power 
between Parliament and the Executive has 
changed. 

   

The aims, role 
and impact of 
the European 
Union (EU) on UK 
government 

The aims of the EU, including the ‘four 
freedoms’ of the single market, social 
policy, and political and economic union 
and the extent to which these have been 
achieved. 

   

The role of the EU in policy making.    

The impact of the EU, including the main 
effects of at least two EU policies and their 
impact on the UK political system and UK 
policy making. 

   

The location of 
sovereignty in 
the UK political 
system 

The distinction between legal sovereignty 
and political sovereignty. 

   

The extent to which sovereignty has moved 
between different branches of government. 

   

Where sovereignty can now be said to lie in 
the UK. 
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Section B: Non-core Political Ideas 
(NOT included in AS) 

 
 

**THIS SECTION WILL BE ADDED ONCE WE HAVE CHOSEN OUR OPTION AS A CLASS** 
 
 

Core Political Ideas (We will study ONE of the following) 
• Anarchism 
• Ecologism  
• Feminism 
• Multiculturalism 
• Nationalism 
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Assessment Objectives  
 

AO Descriptor % of A Level 

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of political institutions, 
processes, concepts, theories and issues. 

35% 
 

AO2 Analyse aspects of politics and political information, including in relation to 
parallels, connections, similarities and differences. 

35% 
 

AO3 Evaluate aspects of politics and political information, including constructing 
arguments, making substantiated judgements and drawing conclusions. 

30% 
 

 
Command Words 

 

Paper Structure  

Command 
Word 

Descriptor AO Assessed 

Evaluate To review ideas, issues and/or information and make substantiated 
judgements and draw conclusions. 

AO1 (10 marks) 
AO2 (10 marks) 
AO3 (10 marks) 

To what 
extent 

To review political ideas and make substantiated judgements and 
draw conclusions. 

AO1 (8 marks) 
AO2 (8 marks) 
AO3 (8 marks) 

Analyse To deconstruct ideas, issues and/or information in detail in order 
to find connections, similarities and/or differences and provide 
evidence of reasoned thinking. 

AO1 (6 marks) 
AO2 (6 marks) 

Examine To consider an idea/concept carefully and in detail to identify what 
the idea/concept is and why it exists and compare ideas/concepts. 

AO1 (6 marks) 
AO2 (6 marks) 

How will I be assessed and how can I meet the criteria? 
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What will your papers look 
like? 

Component 1  
 UK Politics and Core Political Ideas 

(Liberalism, Socialism and Conservatism) 

Component 2  
UK Government and Non-Core Political Ideas  

Total marks 84 marks (33.3% of your A Level) 84 marks (33.3% of your A Level) 

Time  2 hours 2 hours 

Total number of Qs? THREE: 2 in Section A & 1 in Section B THREE: 2 in Section A & 1 in Section B 

Topics: Section A - UK Politics: 
- Democracy and Participation 

- Political Parties 

- Electoral Systems 

- Voting Behaviour and the media. 

Section A- UK Government: 
- The Constitution 

- Parliament 

- The PM and Government 

- Relations between the branches. 

Section B - Core Political Ideas: 
Liberalism, Socialism, Conservatism 

Section B - Non- Core Political Ideas: 
Choice of 5: We will study ONE 

Section A  
 

Question ONE - Choice of a) or b) 
30 marks 

ALWAYS a source 

Command word: Using the source 

evaluate… 

Question ONE - Choice of a) or b) 
30 marks 

ALWAYS a source 

Using the source evaluate… 

Question TWO - Choice of a) or b) 
30 marks 

Evaluate… 

Question TWO - Choice of a) or b) 
30 marks 

Evaluate… 

Section B  Question THREE - Choice of a) or b) 
24 marks 

To what extent… 

Question THREE - Choice of a) or b) 
24 marks 

To what extent… 
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Top tips for good exam technique 
 

1. RESPOND TO THE PRECISE WORDING OF THE QUESTION  
In order to help you understand what the question is asking you to do, the first thing you should do is read the 
question and look for these foci: 

• Topic focus (the topic of the question) 

• Debate (the two sides to the argument) 

• Chronological focus (the time period of the question, where applicable) 

• Key terms: specific words in the question, and they expect you to respond to  
 
2. PLAN YOUR JUDGEMENT CAREFULLY AND STATE THIS IN YOUR INTRODUCTION 

Writing an introduction should be the HARDEST part of writing an essay. If it’s not, you haven’t planned 
properly or have regurgitated a previous essay. You should always: 

1. Address the question, including any specific language used. 
2. State the factors / sides of the debate you will address 
3. State and explain your judgement of most important precisely and explicitly in 1-2 sentences.  

 
3. STATE YOUR CRITERIA FOR JUDGEMENT EXPLICITLY IN YOUR INTRO, LINKS AND CONCLUSION  

• Criteria = How have you made your decision? Valid criteria consider the relative importance of factors and 
the weight applied to these in reaching a judgement. 

• You must be specific in your language when explaining how you have weighed up the relative importance 
of factors and arguments. For example: 

‘I chose this pair of trousers. It was the best.’ 
= Level 2 - A judgement given, with justification asserted.  
‘I chose this pair of trousers because it suited me best.’ 
= Level 3 - A judgement with some justification, but without the evidence of valid criteria being applied. 
‘I chose this pair of trousers because, although others were a better fit or better price [+ comparative 
details], this pair was the best combination of a good fit round the waist and the right length at a price of 
which I could afford.’ 
= Level 4 and 5 - Exemplifies the use of criteria for overall judgement and with justification. 

• The selection of the criteria used will be dependent upon the nature of the question being asked. For 
example, a ‘main consequence’ factor question would probably require criteria that weigh up the relative 
importance of effects, and a ‘significance’ question would need a discussion of criteria related to impact.  

 
4. EVIDENCE NEEDS TO BE DETAILED, SPECIFIC AND COVER THE FULL RANGE OF THE QUESTION.  
Facts, dates, statistics, key names etc. 
 
5. EXPLAIN THE IMPACT AND RESULTS OF YOUR EXAMPLES – HOW AND WHY? 
It is not enough to say ‘therefore this led to problems for ….’, if you don’t say HOW AND WHY - from whom, for 
whom, when, how, why, in what form, what was being challenged precisely? A good way to do this is to think 
about the sequence of events that followed as a result – This led to….. As a result…. 
 
6. REFER BACK TO YOUR JUDGEMENT AND THE QUESTION AND LINK BETWEEN YOUR ARGUMENTS (PEEL). 
This is a must for Level 3 (D-C grade). E.g.  However, X ….would not pose such a threat to democracy without 
the role of Y  ….. Without the factor of…. If ……….Had it not been for…. 
 
7.  STRUCTURE YOUR ANSWER ACCORDING TO THE QUESTION TYPE – see below! 
 
8. USE KEY WORDS WHEREVER POSSIBLE.  
You will be awarded marks for use of relevant key words.  
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Paper 1: Political Participation (Section A)  
Q1a and 1b (30 mark source question) 
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Mark scheme - Paper 1 & 2 Q1a&1b 
 
AO1= 10 marks; AO2 = 10 marks; AO3= 10 marks 
For Q1a and 1b in both papers, “political information” means the source.  
 

Level Descriptor Mark 

5 • Demonstrates thorough and in-depth knowledge and understanding of political institutions, 
processes, concepts, theories and issues, which are effectively selected in order to underpin 
analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Perceptive comparative analysis of political information, with sustained, logical chains of 
reasoning, drawing on similarities and differences within political information, which make 
cohesive and convincing connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs fully relevant evaluation of political information, constructing fully effective 
arguments and judgements, which are consistently substantiated and lead to fully focused and 
justified conclusions (AO3). 

25-30 

4 • Demonstrates accurate knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, 
concepts, theories and issues, which are carefully selected in order to underpin analysis and 
evaluation (AO1). 

• Consistent comparative analysis of political information, with coherent, logical chains of 
reasoning, drawing on similarities and differences within political information, which make 
relevant connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs mostly relevant evaluation of political information, constructing mostly effective 
arguments and judgements, which are mostly substantiated and lead to mostly focused and 
justified conclusions (AO3). 

19-24 

3 • Demonstrates mostly accurate knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, 
concepts, theories and issues, many of which are selected appropriately in order to underpin 
analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Mostly focused comparative analysis of political information with focused, logical chains of 
reasoning, drawing on similarities and/or differences within political information, which make 
mostly relevant connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs generally relevant evaluation of political information, constructing generally effective 
arguments and judgements, many of which are substantiated and lead to some focused 
conclusions that are sometimes justified (AO3). 

13-18 

2 • Demonstrates some accurate knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, 
concepts, theories and issues, some of which are selected appropriately in order to underpin 
analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Some emerging comparative analysis of political information with some focused, logical chains of 
reasoning, referring to similarities and/or differences within political information, which make 
some relevant connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs some relevant evaluation of political information, constructing occasionally effective 
arguments and judgements, some are partially substantiated and lead to generic conclusions 
without much justification (AO3). 

7-12 

1 • Demonstrates superficial knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, 
concepts, theories and issues, with limited underpinning of analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Limited comparative analysis of political information with partial, logical chains of reasoning, 
referring to similarities and/or differences within political information, which make simplistic 
connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Makes superficial evaluation of political information, constructing simple arguments and 
judgements, many of which are descriptive and lead to limited unsubstantiated conclusions 
(AO3). 

1-6 
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How to structure your response (P1&2 Q1a and 1b) 

30 Mark Source Question: USING THE SOURCE EVALUATE………(45 Mins) 

1. READ THE QUESTION FIRST – Work out what the question is asking you to do (circle Key words). 

2. Read the sources – Circle key words/points – Sometimes the sources will be straightforward and give you for and against points, 

other times they will give you topics and you must come up with the for and against points for those topics from your own 

knowledge.  

3. PLAN – Did you know that you can get AO1 marks from a plan, so always include them. Use a table to do this (for vs against the 

view), put the source, own knowledge and examples into these (5 minutes). MAKE SURE THE PLAN STANDS OUT FROM THE MAIN 

BODY OF THE ESSAY SO THE EXAMINER DOES NOT CONFUSE IT WITH YOUR ANSWER. 

4. Write your answer 

5. Include your JUDGEMENT in your introduction to reach L3 (Grade D) and above. REFERENCE THE WORDING OF THE QUESTION IN 

MAKING YOUR JUDGEMENT.  

6. ONLY DEVELOP POINTS FROM THE SOURCE. No AO2 7 AO3 marks are given for off topic points. 

7. ANSWER THE QUESTION THAT HAS BEEN ASKED; do not hijack the question; focus on what has been asked, not what you want the 

question to be.  

8. YOU MUST QUOTE THE SOURCE – Only by being explicit will you get marks - DO NOT JUST PARAPHRASE (COPY) THE SOURCE, as this 

will not show your understanding  

9. USE OWN KNOWLEDGE 

10. ANALYSE and give EXAMPLES FOR EVERY POINT YOU MAKE. 

11. LINK arguments you make throughout the essay (related things, counter arguments etc).  

12. EVALUATE every argument you make, and ALL of your arguments in the conclusion. 

13. THE CONCLUSION IS ESSENTIAL! 

14. LESS THAN 4 PAGES OF WRITING IS NOT ENOUGH. 

15. MUST HAVE A BALANCED ARGUMENT! 

How to structure the answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

INTRODUCTION: 

• Define key concepts of the question. 

• Give historical context. 

• Outline what the debate is about (On the one hand…. On the other hand…) 

• State and explain your overall JUDGEMENT in 1-2 sentences. Make sure this judgement is the same in your conclusion.  

• KEEP IT BRIEF 

MAIN PARAGRAPHS x 2 - FOR: Use PEEL 

• Refer to the wording of the question in your first sentence.  

• Introduce the topic of your paragraph - Brief quote from the source 

• Point, Evidence/Example, Explain, Link  

• USE AND DEFINE KEY WORDS 

• ANALYSIS - Similarities/differences, causes and consequences, significance, links, positive/negative 

• COUNTER in your links – If possible and repeat process of analysis. 

• EVALUATE – Refer back to question, support your overall judgement (is this a good/strong argument or not?).  

MAIN PARAGRAPHS x 2 - AGAINST: 

• Refer to the wording of the question in your first sentence.  

• Introduce the topic of your paragraph - Brief quote from the source 

• Point, Evidence/Example, Explain, Link  

• USE AND DEFINE KEY WORDS 

• ANALYSIS - Similarities/differences, causes and consequences, significance, links, positive/negative 

• COUNTER in your links – If possible and repeat process of analysis. 

• EVALUATE – Refer back to question, support your overall judgement (is this a good/strong argument or not?).  

 

CONCLUSION: 

• ANSWER THE QUESTION STRAIGHT AWAY – State the EXTENT (quantified judgement) to which you agree or disagree 

• SAY WHY YOU HAVE COME TO THIS CONCLUSION, BASED ON THE ARGUMENTS YOU HAVE LOOKED AT. Include clear criteria for your judgement. 

Try to use words such as ‘without’ to show that you are weighing up the relative importance/strength of different arguments  

• DO NOT CONTRADICT YOURSELF OR INCLUDE ANYTHING NEW HERE 
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What should my answer look like? (Paper 1: 1a and 1b) 
 

Exemplar A: Below is a response that achieved 30/30 in exam conditions. The question 
answered is also included for your reference. 
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Paper 1: Political Participation (Section A)  
Q2a and 2b (30 mark NON source ESSAY question) 

Mark scheme - Paper 1 Q2a and 2b 
The only difference in this mark scheme is the absence of ‘political information’ in AO2 and AO3.  
 

Level Descriptor Mark 

5 • Demonstrates thorough and in-depth knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, concepts, 
theories and issues, which are effectively selected in order to underpin analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Perceptive comparative analysis of aspects of politics, with sustained, logical chains of reasoning, which make 
cohesive and convincing connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs fully relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing fully effective arguments and judgements, 
which are consistently substantiated and lead to fully focused and justified conclusions (AO3). 

25-30 

4 • Demonstrates accurate knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, concepts, theories and 
issues, which are carefully selected in order to underpin analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Consistent comparative analysis of aspects of politics, with coherent, logical chains of reasoning, which make 
relevant connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs mostly relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing mostly effective arguments and 
judgements, which are mostly substantiated and lead to mostly focused and justified conclusions (AO3). 

19-24 

3 • Demonstrates mostly accurate knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, concepts, 
theories and issues, many of which are selected appropriately in order to underpin analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Mostly focused comparative analysis of aspects of politics with focused, logical chains of reasoning, which make 
mostly relevant connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs generally relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing generally effective arguments and 
judgements, many of which are substantiated and lead to some focused conclusions that are sometimes justified 
(AO3). 

13-18 

2 • Demonstrates some accurate knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, concepts, 
theories and issues, some of which are selected appropriately in order to underpin analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Some emerging comparative analysis of aspects of politics with some focused, logical chains of reasoning, which 
make some relevant connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs some relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing occasionally effective arguments and 
judgements, some are partially substantiated and lead to generic conclusions without much justification (AO3). 

7-12 

1 • Demonstrates superficial knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, concepts, theories 
and issues, with limited underpinning of analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Limited comparative analysis of aspects of politics with partial, logical chains of reasoning, which make simplistic 
connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Makes superficial evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing simple arguments and judgements, many of 
which are descriptive and lead to limited unsubstantiated conclusions (AO3). 

1-6 
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How to structure your response (Paper 1&2 Q2a and 2b) 

30 Mark Non Source Question: EVALUATE………(45 Mins) 
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What should my answer look like? (Paper 1: Q2a and 2b) 
 

Exemplar B: Evaluate the view that, for the general public, the media is more significant than 
policy statements and manifestoes from political parties [30 marks] 
 
Every general election campaign all parties produce a manifesto outlining their policies to try and 
win voters. In the modern era campaigns focus largely on using the media effectively to promote 
their message. It can be argued that Corbyn’s new and popular policies in 2017 along with the media 
only enforcing the existing ideology of voters shows manifestos still have the most significance. 
Therefore, it is clear that party leader image in the media and the media input on valence issues 
makes media more significant for the general public.  
 
On the one hand, the media is more significant for the general public as it dictates their image of 
party leaders. This was shown in 1997 where Major was painted grey, boring and leading his party of 
sleaze in the media, this didn’t appeal to voters who went on to give Blair an 88 seat majority.  A 
negative media image for leaders will weaken their position and lead them to lose voters showing 
medias significance.  Furthermore, the media can allow small party leaders to use their charisma to 
appeal to voters. This was shown by UKIPS Nigel Farage gaining popularity for his party through 
successful use of the media, the collapse of his party after his exit in 2015 shows it wasn’t policy but 
his media image that won voters showing media has more significance.  Overall, media image for 
leaders is a strong argument for media significance as a party won’t succeed with poor image of 
their leader regardless of policy and small parties can gain voters through effective leaders more 
effectively than through party policy.  
 
Furthermore, the media significance is shown by their effect on salient issues during elections.  
When both parties inevitably have similar policies due to high popularity the way they appear 
competent to carry them out to the media is very significant.   In 1979 both Callaghan and Thatcher 
pledged to cut taxes however Thatcher used media interviews effectively and appeared more likely 
to carry out this policy.  This shows media significance to the public as they rely on media to see how 
committed each policy.  This shows media significance to the public as they rely on media to see 
how committed each party appears to carry out policy.  TV debates can provide candidates with a 
great opportunity to appear competent to voters.  Over 7 million members of the public viewed the 
debates in 2015, it can be argued that this is a media spectacle not a significant event for voters.  
This is a weak argument however, as in 2015 41% of those asked stated the debates did impact their 
vote.  This shows the large significance TV media has on voters and parties use of this to appear 
competent is largely significant in the success of their campaign.  Therefore, media is more 
important to the public than policy as it can show which candidates are more competent to carry out 
similar policies and more significantly provides opportunities for leaders to appear competent to run 
government to a large audience.  
 
The media remains more significant than party policies even when those policies are popular such as 
in 2017 with Corbyn.  In his campaign Corbyn proposed abolishing tuition fees and nationalising 
certain industries which appealed to the public and he went on to win 34 extra seats.  This does 
show party policy has significance and this agreement is made stronger by the fact Corbyn had a 
very negative image in traditional media for most of the campaign but still had success.  However, 
media has still more significant to the public supporting him as solid media was very pro-Corbyn and 
boosted support from younger voters especially previously in-active young voters.  The significance 
of this use of non-traditional media is shown by the 25 year high in youth turnout seen in 2017.  
Positive support on social media eventually led to more support from traditional media allowing him 
to appeal to more voters.  Therefore, while Corbyn shared popular policies remain largely significant 
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positive media coverage in traditional and non-traditional platforms is more significant as a leader 
needs to sell these policies on a large scale to our media based society. 
 
On the other hand, the media’s significance is slightly diminished by the argument that media 
coverage often enforces voter’s ideology rather than influences it.  This is shown by 74% of people 
choosing to read the Daily Mail being Conservative.  This shows people consume the media that 
agrees with their views and ideology concerning party policy lowering the significance it has in the 
public.  However, while this argument has some strength it is limited as the media often changes 
their allegiances most famously with the right wing Sun supporting Blair in 1997. But many voters 
will choose a newspaper or media outlet that provides positive coverage on policies they agree with 
which shows party policy still buy significance as it can determine what media the public chooses to 
absorb.  Therefore, party policy can be seen as more significant than media as a change in popularity 
is a policy can force media to change their coverage of the policy to retain their uses such as in 2017 
when papers stopped their aggressive campaign against Corbyn and instead targeted May.  
 
In conclusion, it is clear then in today’s world of mass media and online campaigns the media has a 
larger impact in the public than party policy.  While popular policies can force positive media 
coverage to limited extent and is needed to energise a base of activists as in 2017 with Corbyn which 
shows party policy will always have some significance.  However, the stronger arguments are that 
the image of party leaders in the media is vital to any successful campaign and that parties need to 
use mass media events to appear competent to voters showing that media and its use by parties is 
more significant to the general public.  
 
Exemplar C: Evaluate the view that opposition parties do not win elections, governments lose 
them [30 marks] 
 
In the UK, it is relatively rare to have a “change election” where the government party loses – 
however when it does occur there are many factors that cause the victory of the opposition party. 
The primary factor is the economy – if the government have a poor economic record they are likely 
to lose the election regardless of the opposition. Also, the public ratings of the Prime Minister are 
also significant factors in determining if the government loses the election. However, there are cases 
in which oppositions “win” elections. If a party has rebranded itself and “learnt from its mistakes” it 
is likely that it will win the election. Also, the personal popularity of the leader of the opposition is 
also a significant factor determining whether an opposition “wins” an election rather than the 
government “losing” it. On the whole it is a combination of a weak government and an effective 
opposition that contributes to a “change” election but largely governments lose them. 
 
The most significant factor in the governments using election is their economic credibility. If the 
incumbent government has been seen to have mismanaged the economy, they will almost always 
lose the election. A government has never gained in seats in an election when real wages are falling -
demonstrating the power of the economy as a salient electoral issue. For example, the 2010 election 
was a key example of the government “losing” an election rather than the opposition “winning” it. 
The election was held two years after the global financial crisis decimated the UK economy, and the 
incumbent government were judged to have damaged the economy. Despite this, The Conservative 
party were still seen negatively by the majority of the electorate. This resulted in a hung parliament 
– the parliament lost power, but the opposition did not win a majority despite the dire economy. 
This suggests that governments “lose” elections, as if they are seen to have poor economic 
confidence they are always remove from office despite the opposition. 
 
However, there are many situations in which oppositions will be seen as credible governments-in-
waiting and will win elections. If a party successfully rebrands itself in opposition and is judged by 
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the public to have “learnt from its mistakes” in government, it will often win the election.  For 
example, in the 1979 election the government’s approval ratings were positive, however, 
opposition-leader Margaret Thatcher’s leadership of the Conservatives rebranded the party image 
and they were seen to have learnt from the mistakes made in Ted Heath’s government five years 
earlier. This led t the opposition winning the election, despite a majority of the public approving of 
Callaghan’s government, as they were sufficiently rebranded. New Labour’s 1997 success could also 
be attributed to rebranding, as the party moved to the centre-ground to leave behind its ultra-left 
wing image that had kept it from power for 18 years. This suggests that the rebranding of a party is a 
key factor that allows oppositions to win elections rather than governments losing them. 
 
Despite this, governments often lose elections due to voter-fatigue after long stints in office. It is 
widely accepted that three or more terms in office creates complacency and malaise in a 
government – with David Cameron famously saying “terms in office are like shredded wheat, three is 
too many”. John Major’s 1990-1997 government is a strong example of this as his premiership was 
plagued by internal divisions over Europe, sex, financial scandal and personal unpopularity. By the 
1997 election, the Conservative party had been in government for 18 years, and John Major was the 
least popular Prime Minister of all time. This led to a landslide defeat to New Labour in 1997, losing 
150 seats and only attaining 31% of the votes. This could be seen as due to voter-fatigue, as the 
length of the incumbent government created irreparable inter-party rifts and extreme scandal. This 
suggests that unpopular governments will lose elections due to voter fatigue and internal strife after 
long periods in power. 
 
The most convincing argument for oppositions winning elections is that when leaders are judged to 
be more competent, they will likely win the election. In many elections since 1983, the party leader 
that has seemed to the public as the most “prime-ministerial” has won the election. This is clear in 
1997, where Tony Blair – the Labour-opposition leader, was seen as competent, honest, fresh and 
optimistic. This led to an unprecedented Labour landslide, with Blair becoming PM with a majority of 
179. This shows that oppositions can “win” elections, if they are seen as competent and – as Blair did 
in 1997 – can capture the zeitgeist. 
 
To conclude, it is clear that on the whole, governments lose elections rather than oppositions win 
them. This is largely due to the fact that governments have a record in office to defend, whether it 
be on their economic performance or on the unity of their party. However, oppositions only win 
elections when their leaders are seen as competent and they are judged to have rebranded and 
“learnt from their mistakes”. This suggests “change elections” are a mixture of both weak and 
damaged governments and effective oppositions. Despite this, the economic record of the 
government remains the best signifier of whether they will lose the election 
 
Exemplar D: Evaluate the extent to which the UK is suffering from a Democratic Deficit (30 marks) 

The UK has free and fair elections, many political parties and the rule of law, all of which would suggest 

that the UK has a democratic deficit. But political commentators have argued that lower voter turnout, 

the UK’s electoral system, 16-year olds not being eligible to vote and the role of the House of Lords 

are evidence of a democratic deficit.  

Voter turnout is lower now compared what it was in the 1950s. At the 1951 general election, 84% of 

voters turned out to vote. By comparison, turnout fell to 59% at the 2001 general election. This 

suggests that people are not as engaged with politics as they used to be and suggests a democratic 

deficit in the UK. Lower voter turnout may also undermine the political legitimacy of a party to govern. 

However, this is not a strong argument, as voter turnout has risen in recent years. The 2014 Scottish 

independence referendum saw turnout of 85% and 33 million people voted in the recent 2016 EU 
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referendum. Perhaps what people are voting for is more important than voting itself. The low turnout 

at the 2001 general election could be linked to the fact that all polls suggested a landslide Labour 

victory and that people may have believed in wasn’t worth voting given this prediction.  

The UK’s electoral system has been cited as an argument as to why the UK might have a democratic 

deficit. Our first-past-the-post electoral system means that many votes are essentially worthless, as it 

is the numbers of seats rather than the number of votes that a party wins that is important. In 2015, 

UKIP won 13% of the vote but only 1 seat. A Conservative vote in a safe Labour seat such as Leeds 

Central and a Labour vote in safely Tory Haltemprice and Howden is essentially a wasted vote and 

does not contribute at all to the national result. Also, it is possible for a party to win the most votes at 

an election but not to win the election itself. This happened in 1951, when Labour received 250,000 

more votes than the Conservatives, but the latter won an overall majority of 17 seats. This is a strong 

argument for the UK having a democratic deficit, as many votes in safe seats are wasted and the 

current system greatly disadvantages smaller parties such as the Greens and UKIP. 

16-year olds cannot vote in UK-wide elections and this has been cited as another argument of the UK’s 

democratic deficit. 16-year olds can join the army, work, get married with parents’ consent, but cannot 

vote. This argument was cited in the wake of the 2016 EU referendum, where it was argued that the 

decision to leave the EU will impact the futures of 16-year olds the most, but that they could not vote 

in this election. Also, issues such as student tuition fees will greatly impact 16-year olds, but they 

cannot have a say on this issue until they are 18 and going to university. However, giving the vote to 

16-year olds would not have a major impact on improving democracy in the UK, as it would only been 

16-17 year olds and not the wider population. In the 2014 Scottish independence referendum, in 

which 16-year olds could vote, only 37% of 16 and 17 year-olds did so. This reinforces the argument 

that turnout is lowest amongst younger age groups. Also, 18 is accepted as the legal age of adult 

maturity in most countries. 

The unelected House of Lords is arguably another example the UK suffering from a democratic deficit. 

The Lords can initiate, amend and delay legislation, but all peers are appointed by the government. 

To have a chamber of Parliament with so much power that is unelected is arguably undemocratic. 

Also, there are still hereditary peers in the House of Lords who are their by virtue of their fathers 

rather than being appointed on any kind of merit. This is the strongest argument for the UK having a 

democratic deficit, of those discussed. Having unelected peers dilutes the role of the Lords as a check 

on the power of the Commons. The Parliament Act restricts the amending and delaying powers of the 

Lords and by protocol, the Lords usually backs down if its amendments are voted down by the 

Commons, such as on the EU Withdrawal Bill in 2018. The Lords does this precisely because it is not 

elected and this is arguably evidence for the UK having a democratic deficit. 

In conclusion, it is clear the UK does have a democratic deficit. Having an unelected second chamber 

with limited ability to challenge the Commons and having an electoral system in which millions of 

votes effectively do not count are the two strongest arguments in favour of this. In both cases, 

democracy has been sacrificed to the expediency of having strong and stable government. 
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Paper 1: Core Political Ideas (Section B)  
Q3a & 3b (24 mark NON source ESSAY question) 

Q3a and 3b Mark Scheme 
 

AO1= 8 marks; AO2 = 8 marks; AO3= 8 marks 
 

Level Descriptor Mark 

5 • Demonstrates thorough and in-depth knowledge and understanding of political concepts, theories and issues, which 
are selected effectively in order to underpin analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Perceptive analysis of aspects of politics, with sustained, logical chains of reasoning making cohesive and convincing 
connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs fully relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing fully effective substantiated arguments and 
judgements, which are consistently substantiated and lead to fully focused and justified conclusions (AO3). 

20-24 

4 • Demonstrates accurate knowledge and understanding of political concepts, theories and issues, which are carefully 
selected in order to underpin analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Consistent comparative analysis of aspects of politics, with coherent, logical chains of reasoning, drawing on similarities 
and differences, making relevant connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs mostly relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing mostly effective arguments and judgements, 
which are mostly substantiated and lead to mostly focused, justified conclusions (AO3). 

15-19 

3 • Demonstrates mostly accurate knowledge and understanding of political concepts, theories and issues, many of which 
are selected appropriately in order to underpin analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Mostly focused comparative analysis of aspects of politics with focused, logical chains of reasoning, drawing on 
similarities and/or differences, making mostly relevant connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs generally relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing generally effective arguments and 
judgements, many of which are substantiated and lead to some focused conclusions that are sometimes justified (AO3). 

10-14 

2 • Demonstrates some accurate knowledge and understanding of political concepts, theories and issues, some of which 
are selected appropriately in order to underpin analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Some emerging comparative analysis of aspects of politics with some focused logical chains of reasoning, referring to 
similarities and/or differences, making some relevant connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs some relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing occasionally effective arguments and 
judgements, some are partially substantiated and lead to generic conclusions (AO3). 

5-9 

1 • Demonstrates superficial knowledge and understanding of political concepts, theories and issues, with limited 
underpinning of analysis and evaluation (AO1). 

• Limited comparative analysis of aspects of politics with partial, logical chains of reasoning, referring to similarities 
and/or differences, making simplistic connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Makes superficial evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing simple arguments and judgements, many which are 
descriptive and lead to limited unsubstantiated conclusions (AO3). 

1-4 
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How to structure your response (Paper 1 Q3a and 3b) 

24 Mark Ideologies Question: TO WHAT EXTENT………(30 Mins) 

1. READ THE QUESTION FIRST – Work out what the question is asking you to do (circle Key words). 

2. PLAN – Did you know that you can get AO1 marks from a plan, so always include them. Use a table to do this (for vs against the 

view), put the source, own knowledge and examples into these (5 minutes). MAKE SURE THE PLAN STANDS OUT FROM THE MAIN 

BODY OF THE ESSAY SO THE EXAMINER DOES NOT CONFUSE IT WITH YOUR ANSWER. 

3. Write your answer 

4. Include your JUDGEMENT in your introduction to reach L3 (Grade D) and above. REFERENCE THE WORDING OF THE QUESTION IN 

MAKING YOUR JUDGEMENT.  

5. ANSWER THE QUESTION THAT HAS BEEN ASKED; do not hijack the question; focus on what has been asked, not what you want the 

question to be.  

6. YOU MUST QUOTE THE SOURCE – Only by being explicit will you get marks - DO NOT JUST PARAPHRASE (COPY) THE SOURCE, as this 

will not show your understanding  

7. USE OWN KNOWLEDGE 

8. ANALYSE and give EXAMPLES FOR EVERY POINT YOU MAKE. 

9. LINK arguments you make throughout the essay (related things, counter arguments etc).  

10. EVALUATE every argument you make, and ALL of your arguments in the conclusion. 

11. THE CONCLUSION IS ESSENTIAL! 

12. LESS THAN 2.5 PAGES OF WRITING IS NOT ENOUGH. 

13. MUST HAVE A BALANCED ARGUMENT! 

14. REFER TO KEY THINKERS – at least two.  

15. REFER TO STRAND OF THE IDEOLOGY – Directly compare. 

16. DO NOT REFER TO OTHER IDEOLOGIES UNLESS SPECIFICALLY ASKED TO. 

How to structure the answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

INTRODUCTION: 

• Define key concepts of the question. 

• Give historical context. 

• Outline what the debate is about (On the one hand…. On the other hand…) 

• State and explain your overall JUDGEMENT in 1-2 sentences. Make sure this judgement is the same in your conclusion.  

• KEEP IT BRIEF 

MAIN PARAGRAPHS x 2 - FOR: Use PEEL 

• Refer to the wording of the question in your first sentence.  

• Introduce the topic of your paragraph  

• Point, Evidence/Example, Explain, Link  

• USE AND DEFINE KEY WORDS 

• ANALYSIS - Similarities/differences, causes and consequences, significance, links, positive/negative 

• REFER TO KEY THINKERS. 

• COUNTER in your links – If possible and repeat process of analysis. 

• EVALUATE – Refer back to question, support your overall judgement (is this a good/strong argument or not?). 

MAIN PARAGRAPHS x 2 - AGAINST: 

• Refer to the wording of the question in your first sentence.  

• Introduce the topic of your paragraph  

• Point, Evidence/Example, Explain, Link  

• USE AND DEFINE KEY WORDS 

• ANALYSIS - Similarities/differences, causes and consequences, significance, links, positive/negative 

• REFER TO KEY THINKERS. 

• COUNTER in your links – If possible and repeat process of analysis. 

• EVALUATE – Refer back to question, support your overall judgement (is this a good/strong argument or not?).  

 
CONCLUSION: 

• ANSWER THE QUESTION STRAIGHT AWAY – State the EXTENT (quantified judgement) to which you agree or disagree 

• SAY WHY YOU HAVE COME TO THIS CONCLUSION, BASED ON THE ARGUMENTS YOU HAVE LOOKED AT. Include clear criteria for your judgement. 

Try to use words such as ‘without’ to show that you are weighing up the relative importance/strength of different arguments  

• DO NOT CONTRADICT YOURSELF OR INCLUDE ANYTHING NEW HERE 
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What should my answer look like? (Paper 1 Q3a and 3b) 
 

Exemplar E: To what extent do modern and classical liberals agree over the nature of individuals and their 

place in society? 

All liberals agree that individuals are more important than society as a whole, that they have natural rights and that 

society should operate according to the principles of tolerance and equality. Classical and modern liberals disagree, 

however, on the extent to which individuals can develop in society and whether government action is needed to 

achieve freedom and equality. Yet overall there are more areas of agreement than disagreement over the nature of 

individuals and their place in society. 

All liberals believe humans are individuals and are more important than society as a whole. As such, they need 

freedom to achieve self-determination, self-realisation and self-fulfilment. Locke argued “Every man has a property 

in his own person. This nobody has a right to, but himself.” Classical liberals place more emphasis on foundational 

equality – that we are all born equal and should then be left alone to pursue our own interests. Locke calls this 

egotistical individualism, with the individual owing little or nothing to society. While modern liberals agree that we 

are born equal, they also think we can develop over time through participation in society. John Stuart Mill supports 

developmental individualism, where individuals are able to grow and achieve their potential through interaction 

with others in society. He believed tolerance of diverse views would lead to discussion and debate, while democracy 

could have an educational effect, allowing all to develop. In conclusion therefore, liberals agree on the core principle 

of the importance of the individual but disagree slightly on whether individuals are born ‘fully formed’ or can 

develop through interaction with others in society. 

All liberals believe society comes before the state and that there were natural societies with laws and rights. They 

believe people are born equal (foundational equality)  and should have freedom to act without constraints, within 

limits. As Locke believed everyone had natural rights he also believed in tolerance of others. Classical liberals argue 

that individuals should be left alone by the state to a greater extent than modern liberals. All liberals believe in a 

limited state, based on checks and balances and divided powers. However classical liberals feared the impact of the 

state on freedom. Mill’s harm principle states that individuals should be free to do anything except harm others. The 

state shouldn’t interfere. This concept of negative freedom is challenged by the modern liberal belief in positive 

freedom. Government intervention is needed to allow individuals freedom to achieve their potential. This involves 

an enabling state which helps people achieve their potential through public spending on welfare and progressive 

taxation – something classical liberals completely oppose. In conclusion liberals agree on the core principle of 

freedom but disagree on how it should be interpreted in relation to the state’s role in society, and whether freedom 

should be seen as positive or negative. 

All liberals believe in foundational equality, that we are born with equal moral worth and natural rights, and formal 

equality, that all people should therefore have the same legal and political rights). For classical liberals this is enough 

to ensure formal equality of opportunity. So long as there are no laws preventing certain groups from achieving their 

potential, there is a meritocracy. For example, Wollstonecraft argued for jobs and educational opportunities to be 

open to women as well as men. Modern liberals believe this isn’t enough, and that you need laws that actually 

prevent discrimination. They therefore believe in fair/substantive equality of opportunity. Friedan went further than 

Wollstonecraft, arguing there should be laws criminalizing sexual discrimination. Rawls argues that action is needed 

to help the least well off (his theory of justice) and that this is consistent with liberal beliefs because individuals 

would choose this type of society if they didn’t know who they’d be within it (veil of ignorance). In conclusion 

liberals all believe in equality, but as with freedom for modern liberals a greater amount of state intervention is 

needed to ensure this principle is supported in society. 

In conclusion liberals are mostly in agreement over the nature of individuals and their place in society. They have a 

core set of agreed principles based around individualism, freedom and equality. The main area of disagreement is 

over the role that the state should play in supporting these principles in society, with classical and modern liberals 

supporting very different types of state to do this. Classical liberals support negative freedom and a minimal, night-

watchman state, while modern liberals support positive freedom and an enabling state. There is also a slight 

disagreement over the nature of individuals, with modern liberals placing emphasis on how individuals can develop 

in society by interacting with each other. 
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Paper 2: UK Government (Section A) 
Q1a and Q1b 30 mark source question 
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*** THE MARK SCHEME IS THE SAME AS PAPER 1 Q1. REFER TO 

PAGE 35 *** 

 

*** STRUCTURE GUIDANCE IS THE SAME AS PAPER 1 Q1. REFER TO 

PAGE 36 *** 

 

 

What should my answer look like? (Paper 2 Q1a and 1b) 
 

Exemplar F: The model paragraph below is in response to the example question on page 52. 

The source suggests that the reform of the House of Lords since 1997 have been incomplete as it states that 
in their plans “members should be elected for 15 years”. New Labour did make reforms to the House of Lords. 
For example, the House of Lords Act (1999) removed all but 92 hereditary peers. However, this was only the 
first in a three-stage set of reforms that the 1997 Labour Manifesto promised. The ultimate goal was a fully-
elected House of Lords, but this did not happen, as the focus on the Labour Government shifted and, 
particularly after the Iraq War in 2003, constitutional issues did not get the same levels of focus. Yet, the 
reform that Labour made was substantial and completely changed the nature of the House of Lords, removing 
the inherent Conservative bias and allowing the House to carry out his scrutinising function more effectively. 
However, the fact that the source is calling for a “directly elected” second legislature does reinforce the point 

that the House of Lords is still too undemocratic for a 21
st

 century democracy. Despite improvement, the 
House of Lords has still made controversial decisions that are only possible because of its unaccountability. 
For example, Members of the House of Lords rejected the Hunting Act (2003) despite it being publicly 
popular. In doing this, they were perceived to be acting in their own self-interest, not the public interest. This 
forced the House of Commons to invoke the Parliament Act for only the fourth time. There can be no doubt 
that significant changes have been made to the House of Lords since 1997 that have made it more legitimate 
and these changes were revolutionary. It is therefore not correct to call these reforms “weak” but given that 
they were meant to be part of a ongoing process, they are certainly incomplete.  
 
S – SOURCE – Lay out the argument that the source is making. 

E – EXPLAIN – Explain this issue in depth, showing your political knowledge, using EXAMPLES. 

E – EVALUATE – Evaluate the issue.   

D – DIFFERENT – Are there different views on this issue? If so, complete the process above again.  

Y – YOUR JUDGEMENT– At the end of each issue, give your Judgement. 
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Exemplar G: Awarded Level 5 in exam conditions, also in response to the question on page 52. 
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Paper 2: UK Government (Section A) 
Q2a and Q2b 30 mark NON source question 

 
 

Mark scheme - Paper 2 Q2a and 2b 
The only difference in this mark scheme is the addition of ‘synoptic points’ in AO1.  

Level Descriptor Mark 

5 • Demonstrates thorough and in-depth knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, concepts, 
theories and issues, which are effectively selected in order to underpin analysis and evaluation. Makes convincing and 
cohesive synoptic points (AO1). 

• Perceptive comparative analysis of aspects of politics, with sustained, logical chains of reasoning, which make cohesive 
and convincing connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs fully relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing fully effective arguments and judgements, 
which are consistently substantiated and lead to fully focused and justified conclusions (AO3). 

25-30 

4 • Demonstrates accurate knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, concepts, theories and issues, 
which are carefully selected in order to underpin analysis and evaluation. Makes relevant and focused synoptic points 
(AO1). 

• Consistent comparative analysis of aspects of politics, with coherent, logical chains of reasoning, which make relevant 
connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs mostly relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing mostly effective arguments and judgements, 
which are mostly substantiated and lead to mostly focused and justified conclusions (AO3). 

19-24 

3 • Demonstrates mostly accurate knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, concepts, theories 
and issues, many of which are selected appropriately in order to underpin analysis and evaluation. . Makes generally 
relevant synoptic points (AO1). 

• Mostly focused comparative analysis of aspects of politics with focused, logical chains of reasoning, which make mostly 
relevant connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs generally relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing generally effective arguments and 
judgements, many of which are substantiated and lead to some focused conclusions that are sometimes justified (AO3). 

13-18 

2 • Demonstrates some accurate knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, concepts, theories and 
issues, some of which are selected appropriately in order to underpin analysis and evaluation. . Makes some relevant 
synoptic points (AO1). 

• Some emerging comparative analysis of aspects of politics with some focused, logical chains of reasoning, which make 
some relevant connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Constructs some relevant evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing occasionally effective arguments and 
judgements, some are partially substantiated and lead to generic conclusions without much justification (AO3). 

7-12 

1 • Demonstrates superficial knowledge and understanding of political institutions, processes, concepts, theories and 
issues, with limited underpinning of analysis and evaluation. Makes limited synoptic points (AO1). 

• Limited comparative analysis of aspects of politics with partial, logical chains of reasoning, which make simplistic 
connections between ideas and concepts (AO2). 

• Makes superficial evaluation of aspects of politics, constructing simple arguments and judgements, many of which are 
descriptive and lead to limited unsubstantiated conclusions (AO3). 

1-6 

 

*** STRUCTURE GUIDANCE IS THE SAME AS PAPER 1 Q2. REFER TO PAGE 43 *** 
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Paper 2: Non-Core Political Ideas (Section B) 
Q3-7a and Q3b 24 Mark Essay Question 
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*** THE MARK SCHEME IS THE SAME AS PAPER 1 Q3. REFER 
TO PAGE  48 *** 

 
*** STRUCTURE GUIDANCE IS THE SAME AS PAPER 1 Q3. 

REFER TO PAGE 49 *** 
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Edexcel Sample Papers 

http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Politics/2017/Specification%20and%20sampl

e%20assessments/A-level-Politics-Sample-Assessment-Materials.pdf  

Component 1 – UK Politics and Core Ideologies 

Democracy and Participation 

Section A Q1– (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – each question uses a source) 

Using the source, evaluate the view that UK democracy is in crisis 
In your response you must:  
• compare the different opinions in the source  
• consider the view and the alternative view in a balanced way  
• use a balance of knowledge and understanding both arising from the source and beyond the source to help you to 
analyse and evaluate 
 
‘On certain measures, Britain does, indeed, appear to be facing something of a participation crisis in its political 
system. Levels of trust in government and confidence in the political system are lower than they were little more 
than a decade ago. Electoral turnout has fallen sharply, most noticeably at the 2001 general election. Meanwhile, the 
introduction of new political institutions since 1997, designed in part to restore people’s trust and confidence, 
appears to have had little impact. On the other hand, people do not seem more disengaged from the political system. 
Participation outside the ballot box has increased somewhat over the last fifteen or so years. Levels of political 
interest have not fallen, and people remain confident in their own ability to engage with the political process and to 
believe in the importance of voting at elections. Perhaps the most reassuring evidence from our research is that 
which suggests the decline in trust and turnout is not due to long-term social forces, but to short-term political ones. 
The most plausible explanation for the decline in trust is the public reaction to allegations of misconduct and ‘sleaze’ 
on the part of politicians. These conclusions suggest that the remedies for any ‘crisis’ largely lie in the hands of 
politicians themselves. Trust is acquired when words and actions accord with one another. And only a closely fought 
and clear competition between the parties appears to prompt many citizens to cast their vote. Meanwhile 
constitutional change should not be regarded as a quick fix. However it would be wise to look to measures to both 
reform and improve democracy in the UK. Hence, British democracy – and especially its politicians – certainly face a 
‘challenge’. But talk of a ‘crisis’ is premature.’ 

Using the source, evaluate the view that the UK is suffering from a participation crisis. 
 
Turnout at elections 
Low turnouts in UK elections and referendums have become a serious cause for concern. Many argue that democracy 
will decline if people do not participate in large numbers. One proposed solution is to introduce compulsory voting. 
This has been done in Australia and turnouts there are now above 90%. Compulsory voting rejects the idea that 
voting is a civic duty, so we can justify forcing people to vote. It is also probably true that larger turnouts will produce 
a more representative electorate. As things stand in the UK, it is the elderly who vote in large numbers, while the 
young tend to stay at home. This distorts the outcome of elections and referendums.  
 
Falling turnout has accompanied a significant reduction in party membership and increasing disillusionment with 
party politics. However, it can also be said that low turnouts are not as important as we think. Those who do not 
vote, it could be said, have voluntarily opted out of the democratic process. It may also be said that non-voters are 
likely to be ignorant about political issues. It is also true that wider political activity is actually on the increase. What is 
happening is that increasingly large numbers of people see pressure group activity and participation in social media 

Question Banks (in progress) 

 

 

http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Politics/2017/Specification%20and%20sample%20assessments/A-level-Politics-Sample-Assessment-Materials.pdf
http://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Politics/2017/Specification%20and%20sample%20assessments/A-level-Politics-Sample-Assessment-Materials.pdf
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campaigns as more meaningful forms of activity. In fact, it is on the internet and in social media that activity is 
increasing to the greatest extent.  
 
Nevertheless, turnout remains an important issue. In particular, low turnouts call into question the democratic 
legitimacy of those who are elected. There is also the changing issue of how intensive participation is. Taking part in 
social media and internet campaigns may count as activity but it is shallow and does not indicate any great 
engagement with politics. 
 

Using the source, evaluate the use of referendums to determine important political and constitutional issues. 
 
The 2016 referendum on the UK’s membership of the EU 
“The 2016 referendum on the UK’s membership of the European Union was perhaps the most important democratic 
exercise in the history of the country. The question was important, of course, but the fact that many millions of 
voters took part in making such a momentous decision was most impressive. It certainly settled the issue after many 
years of political conflict, and people who felt they did not have a voice were now listened to. The vote created both 
legitimacy and public consent for the decision. But behind the euphoria there were also serious concerns. The 
referendum campaign was dogged with controversy about misinformation and lack of clarity. The press were also 
accused of bias, with most popular tabloids campaigning relentlessly for a ‘Leave’ vote. Perhaps more importantly, 
some sections of the community felt they had been steamrollered into a decision against their will. Younger voters, 
the Scots and Londoners were all groups who voted strongly to remain within the EU, but they were overwhelmed by 
the national majority. The result was also very close — hardly a decisive outcome. But, however much we may 
analyse the result, in the end the people had spoken and democracy had been served.” 
 

Using the Source, evaluate the view that representative democracy is superior to direct democracy 
 
It is natural to assume that direct democracy is the purest form of democracy that can exist. After all, it represents 
the ultimate form of government by consent and, at the same time, it means that the majority rules. It is also to be 
expected that the people are more likely to respect decisions they have made themselves. It does, however, have 
some illustrious critics. In classical Greece, Plato argued that it would give rise to the rule of rabble-rousing dictators 
who would be able to sway opinion through great speeches and appeals to popular emotion. Today we see echoes of 
this in the way the tabloid press often treats referendum campaigns. In nineteenth-century England, the great liberal 
thinker John Stuart Mill referred to the ‘tyranny of the majority’ and, like Plato, feared that the average citizen, 
lacking much education, would not act rationally and would be ignorant of the issues presented to them. Mill and his 
fellow-nineteenth century liberals supported representative democracy. This was for several reasons. First, they 
argued that elected representatives would be able to use their superior judgement in the interests of the people and 
would be able to arbitrate between the interests of the majority and those of the minorities. Second, they believed 
that this compromise would satisfy the liberal desire to ensure that all sections of society are considered in political 
decision making. 
 

Using the source, evaluate the view that pressure group activity supports democracy and participation 
 
The source presents two different views of the social media group, 38 Degrees – one from David Babbs who welcomes 
the group’s activities because it alerts citizens to a current issue and empowers them to express their views and to 
achieve change and another from Conservative MP, Guy Opperman, who believes that such social-based media 
platforms may hinder fair and open debate. 
 
David Babbs states: People are not as apathetic as politicians often claim. 38 Degrees gives people a sense of purpose 
and ownership and gets them involved. Many people feel that conventional politics doesn’t work: it does not change 
government policy. 38 Degrees changes all that, it brings politics to life and enables people to interact with politics in 
a way that has not been possible before. In its numerous campaigns 38 Degrees has shown that politicians change 
their minds if sufficiently large numbers of people express an alternative view. MPs get angry about 38 Degrees, 
often claiming our exposures of their activities are inaccurate. MPs have to realise that democracy is about more 
people participating. Furthermore 38 Degrees sees action move from the digital and social media platforms to face-
to-face meetings. There are a lot of issues where ordinary people’s participation makes for better decisions. 
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Guy Opperman, MP states: Being lobbied by pressure groups is a regular part of an MP’s life. 38 Degrees has set itself 
up as a critic of the government on a number of issues. There is nothing wrong with this. But it is totally wrong to 
spin, as matters of fact, claims that are simply not correct. 38 Degrees has an agenda. So they have simply presented 
the opposite view as fact, ignoring reasoned debate. It is totally irresponsible, when trying to exercise influence as a 
pressure group, to twist the facts completely. Websites like 38 Degrees are not taking political debate any further but 
hindering it by demanding alternative outcomes. Assertions by 38 Degrees are often riddled with errors, 
overstatement and simple inaccuracies. This is not a constructive way to conduct important debates about reforming 
and improving life in the UK. 
 

Using the source, evaluate the view that group activity undermines democracy in the UK 

 

Using the source, evaluate the view that referenda are not effective in a representative democracy 
 
This source is adapted from an article published in The Times on 19th October 2017 
Representative Democracy seems, to a lot of people, a flawed model. It brings you the professional politicians vying 
for your vote. It offers tedious slanging matches between largely interchangeable professionals. Its dreary, is what it 
is. Direct Democracy feels like the coming thing. If, for no other reason than that we’re developing the technology 
that allows us, with minimum effort, to cast a vote for or against any proposition. Away with the elite! Long live the 
masses! 
 
A decade or so ago I would have counted myself among the direct democracy advocates. Turnout at elections was 
falling, there was a long-term secular decline in party membership, experts were talking about the need for a re-
connection. In response, the representative democrats implemented some direct democratic reforms to draw people 
back into politics. 
 
But this system has a problem…It means that people can decide issues having been involved in absolutely no 
discussion at all. In practice, it has always meant the same thing: that those with the best organisation, the loudest 
voices and nothing else to do on the night, get to win. And who else has the time? Direct Democracy…doesn’t itself 
require a debate. 
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In 1965. The Commons voted against the popular will and abolished the death penalty. If we’d had a referendum, 
we’d almost certainly have kept it. The reason for the difference wasn’t that MPs were an out-of-touch elite, but that 
they had debated it, heard the evidence at length and, critically, that they would have had to take responsibility for 
it. They, unlike the electorate at large, would be proxy executioners if they voted to retain capital punishment. 
 
Here in the UK we are in the greatest mess of the post-war years because a referendum was passed which, as most 
elected representatives know, cannot be enacted without incredible disruption and substantial loss. It’s not exactly 
an advertisement for them. 
 

Using the source, evaluate the view that the suffragists, not the suffragettes deserve the credit for obtaining the 
vote for women 

 
This source is adapted from an article appearing in The Independent newspaper on the 27th of May 2013 under the 
heading ‘General History of Women’s Suffrage in Britain’. It was written by Rebecca Myers. 
 
The National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies (NUWSS) was formed in 1897 which brought together 17 regional 
societies, the first of these having been founded in 1851. By 1913 around 500 societies had joined and the NUWSS 
aimed for full unconditional suffrage for women and were known as the suffragists.  
 
In 1903 Emmiline Pankhurst, frustrated by the lack of progress in getting women the vote, established the rival 
women's social and political union (WSPU). They revolted against the inertia and conventionalism would seem to 
have fastened upon the NUWSS. Unlike the NUWSS only accept women's members and aim to employ more militant, 
public and illegal tactics. The motor was “deeds not words”. However, they strived for women to be able to vote on 
the same basis as men (Many working class men did not have the votes because they did not meet the property 
qualification). The WPSU became known as the suffragettes. 
 
The suffragettes organized several large-scale rallies together with many acts of militancy including bombings, arson, 
stone throwing and chaining themselves to public buildings. These acts of led to several members being given terms 
of imprisonment with some ending up being force fed.   
 
The suffragists continue there a way of achieving women’s enfranchisement by peaceful and legal means such as 
bringing petitions in bills to parliament and distributing literature for their cause. Their Leader, Millicent Garrett 
Fawcet argued “the organized political work of women has grown since 1884 and has become so valuable that none 
of the parties can afford to do without it or to alienate it” 
 
WWI saw the temporary winding down of the suffrage movement as they became committed to the war effort. The 
nationalist work of many of the suffrage groups during the war greatly help their cause, and it was during this time 
the Asquith made his declaration of allegiance to in franchising women. The 1918 Representation of the People Act 
granted women over 30 the right to vote. It also extended the rights of all men over 21 to vote. Women were granted 
equal suffrage to men in 1928.     
 

Using the source, evaluate the case that Britain’s democracy is damaged by the presence of think tanks 
 

This source is adapted from a press release issued on 8th February 2017 from Transparify (a global transparency 
initiative) to mark the release of their latest study on the financial transparency of UK think tanks. 

Secretive think tanks spend over £22 million a year to influence British public opinion and lobby politicians in 
Westminster. According to data compiled by Transparify, at least two of these financially opaque groups are 
predominantly funded by donors in the USA and the Persian Gulf, raising concerns that foreign vested interests are 
seeking to distort democratic debates and decision-making in the UK. The study documents incidences in which 
opaque think tanks failed to disclose funding sources, advocated policies that favour their hidden donors, presented 
flawed evidence and generated fake news. 

Dr Till Bruckner, Advocacy Manager, Transparify said: 
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"Brexit will entail thousands of policy decisions that will shape the future of the country for decades to come. This 
creates an unprecedented opportunity for undercover lobbyists masquerading as think tanks to manipulate 
democratic processes . Politicians, the media and the public should ignore this small group of fake tanks . Most think 
tanks in Britain are financially transparent. If we want intellectually independent policy advice, we should trust only 
genuine expert who have nothing to hide”. 

Duncan Hames, Director of Policy, Transparency International UK, said: 

 “There's a genuine need for objective work by truly independent think tanks. The power we entrust to these 
experts should also come with accountability and that requires transparency about their funding. Whether it's 
research into healthcare reform or military spend decision makers need to know that what they're reading is 
impartial and authoritative advice, not the Promotion of vested interests before that of the public". 

Keith Burnet, Director of Communications and Publishing, Chatham House (Chatham House is a think tank which 
was ranked as broadly transparent by the study) said: 

 “In today's political climate there is an urgent need for think tanks to help prioritise, understand and resolve the 
most pressing global and domestic challenges . At Chatham House we are as determined as ever in our commitment 
to providing objective, rigorous analysis, open debate and new ideas and by being as transparent as possible about 
our sources of funding to underscore the credibility of our work”. 

Transparify assessed the financial transparency of 27 leading UK think tanks, finding that 17 are transparent about 
who funds them. 

 

Section A Q2 – (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – NO SOURCE) 

• Evaluate the view that democracy in the UK is suffering from a participation crisis 

• Evaluate how far the UK system of representative democracy remains in need of improvement 

• Evaluate the factors that determine the success of pressure groups in the UK 

• ‘Judges, rather than politicians, are better able to protect and defend rights in the UK.’ Analyse and 

evaluate this statement 

• Evaluate the extent to which pressure groups enhance democracy in the UK 

• Evaluate the various ways in which rights are protected in the UK 

• Evaluate the view that the UK Political system is no longer truly representative 

• Evaluate the extent to which the UK remains a genuine pluralist democracy 

• Evaluate the extent to which rights are effectively protected in the UK 

• Evaluate the view that representative democracy is superior to direct democracy 

• Evaluate the view that the UK Parliament is no longer a truly representative body 

• Evaluate the extent to which the UK is suffering from a democratic deficit 

• Evaluate the extent to which Pressure Groups undermine Representative Democracy as it operates in the 

UK 

• Evaluate the view that citizens can no longer feel confident that their rights in the UK secure and 

established 

• Evaluate the extent to which a pressure group's access to resources is the most important factor in 
determining its level of influence 

• Evaluate the extent to which individual human rights in the UK are having to be restricted to protect the 
rights of the wider community 

• Evaluate the extent to which the success of a pressure group depends upon the size of its membership 

• Evaluate the extent to which apathy and disillusionment explains low turnout at elections 
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Elections 

Section A Q1 – (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – each question uses a source) 

Using the source, evaluate the impact of first-past-the-post in terms of representative democracy 
 
In your response you must:  
• compare the different opinions in the source  
• consider the view and the alternative view in a balanced way  
• use a balance of knowledge and understanding both arising from the source and beyond the source to help you to analyse 
and evaluate 
 

The result of the UK general election, May 2015 

Party % votes won % seats won No. of seats won Notes 

Conservative 36.9 50.9 331 Conservative support 
is concentrated in 
southern England. 

Labour 30.4 35.7 232 Labour support is 
concentrated in 
northern England. 

SNP 4.7 8.6 56 In Scotland the SNP 
won 95% of the 
available seats on 
50% of the Scottish 
vote. 

LD 7.9 1.2 8 The party’s support is 
widely dispersed. 

DUP 0.6 1.2 8 The DUP only 
contests seats in 
Northern Ireland. 

SF 0.6 0.6 4 Northern Ireland only 

PC 0.6 0.5 3 Contests seats in 
Wales 

UKIP 12.6 0.2 1 UKIP support is very 
widely dispersed. 

Green Party 3.8 0.2 1 Support for the 
Greens is very 
dispersed. 

Others 2.5 1.0 6 Mostly in Northern 
Ireland 

 

 
Using the source, evaluate the use of referendums to determine important political and constitutional issues. 

“The 2016 referendum on the UK’s membership of the European Union was perhaps the most important democratic 
exercise in the history of the country. The question was important, of course, but the fact that many millions of voters took 
part in making such a momentous decision was most impressive. It certainly settled the issue after many years of political 
conflict, and people who felt they did not have a voice were now listened to. The vote created both legitimacy and public 
consent for the decision. But behind the euphoria there were also serious concerns. The referendum campaign was dogged 
with controversy about misinformation and lack of clarity. The press were also accused of bias, with most popular tabloids 
campaigning relentlessly for a ‘Leave’ vote. Perhaps more importantly, some sections of the community felt they had been 
steamrollered into a decision against their will. Younger voters, the Scots and Londoners were all groups who voted strongly 
to remain within the EU, but they were overwhelmed by the national majority. The result was also very close — hardly a 
decisive outcome. But, however much we may analyse the result, in the end the people had spoken, and democracy had 
been served.” 
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Using the source, evaluate the extent to which it is now essential that the UK introduces a proportional system for 
general elections 

 
There are a number of features of recent general elections that point to the need for a different electoral system for the UK. 
The 2015 general election was a case in point. UKIP won nearly 4 million votes and yet this translated into just one seat. In 
Scotland, conversely, the Scottish National Party won 50% of the popular vote and yet won 56/59 of the seats available. 
When we add to the fat that the Conservative government won only 36.9% of the popular vote in the UK but was rewarded 
with a 12-seat majority, we must seriously question the way the system works. 
 
This kind of bias has, of course, been known for many years, so why the urgency for a decision today? There are a number of 
reasons, but the outcome of the three elections in 2010, 2015 and 2017 gave the argument fresh impetus. In 2010, the 
system produced a hung parliament, in 2015 the Conservatives only just scraped home with a majority of 12 seats, and then 
came 2017. In the 2017 general election campaign, PM May placed great emphasis on the need for ‘strong and stable’ 
government. She was referring to negotiations for the UK’s exit from the EU, but she could have been referring to the 
debate about the electoral system. FPTP used to produce such governments and it was fully expected that it would do so 
again. 
 
The result was a huge surprise. Once again FPTP failed in its first function – that of producing a majority government. With 
three consecutive indecisive results behind them, even Conservatives began to lose faith in the electoral system. Liberals, 
meanwhile, look to the interests of individual voters. Wasted votes and votes of unequal value are a matter of increasing 
concern. With proportional representation, votes are rarely wasted and most votes count. Depending on which system is 
introduced, it could also be that voters would have more choice. 
 

Using the source, evaluate the view that referendums create more problems than solutions 
 

In a parliamentary democracy, advisory referendums are potentially destabilising because they generate alternative, 
competing sources of democratic legitimacy. If a referendum demonstrates that a majority of the public hold the opposite 
view to elected representatives, which view of democratic legitimacy carries most authority? Some reasonably take the view 
that a referendum won by a very narrow margin is an insufficient mandate for major change. A ‘Leave’ vote, if implemented, 
is effectively irreversible: a ‘Remain’ vote leaves open the possibility of future referendums on the same issue. For this 
reason, many constitutional commentators believe that major referendums should require some form of super-majority – 
60 per cent of votes cast is the threshold most commonly suggested. 
 
However, there are arguments that support the legitimacy of the EU referendum. It produced a turnout of 33 million voters, 
more than any other referendum. It was a very rare example of direct democracy for the whole of the UK. Clearly parliament 
only exists and MPs only function by and for the will of the people. Key factors endorse its legitimacy: holding it was a 
feature of the Conservative manifesto. World leaders regard the vote as being decisive, as Mrs May has stressed in meetings 
with EU leaders. In summary – the government is constitutionally mandated to implement this decisive vote by the people. 
 
Proportion of the vote across the UK in the EU Referendum June 2016 
 

 Leave the EU Remain in the EU 

England 53.4%  46.6% 

Wales 52.5%  47.5% 
Scotland 38.0%  62.0% 

Northern Ireland 44.2%  55.8% 

United Kingdom (overall) 51.9%  48.1% 

 
(Sources: adapted from https://constitution-unit.com/2016/07/22/the-eu-referendum-andsome- 
paradoxes-of-democratic-legitimacy/ and http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ 
ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-7639) 
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Using the source, evaluate the view that FPTP is no longer suitable for UK elections 

 

 
 

Using the source, evaluate the argument that the UK should continue to have referendums 
 
The source is adapted from a House of Lords Select Committee 2009/10 report on the Constitution called ‘Referendums in 
the United Kingdom’. It takes a number of points made by different witnesses covering both arguments for and against 
the use of referendums.  
 

Several witnesses argued that referendums were not an appropriate means by which to take decisions on complex issues 

and that Parliament was in a better position to make such decisions. In response to this, some witnesses asserted that 

voters are well equipped to make reasoned judgements. Professor Gallagher went further stating “the arguments 

highlighting the supposed incompetence of voters to decide on specific policy issues…can become an argument against 

allowing people to vote at elections”. 

 

Some witnesses argued that referendums tend to be dominated by elite groups; including politicians, the media and 

wealthy individuals. Other, however considered referendums provided the opportunity to engender the promotion of 

political knowledge and discourse, with most issues capable of being distilled down to key principles and choice.  

 

A key objection to referendums was that they may be used as a tactical device by the government of the day. Peter Kellner, 

for instance, argued that the decision to hold the 1975 European Communities referendum was “a constitutional 

outrage…it was wholly to do with holding the Labour Party together”. Others said political leaders only hold a referendum 
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they feel sure of winning or it would be too embarrassing to get out of it. Against this, a number of witnesses said a 

referendum was a good way to settle a controversial issue or to provide the government of the day with a mandate to 

undertake change and Parliament with an indication of public opinion on a given issue. 

 

Several witnesses thought that referendums undermined representative democracy and therefore the sovereignty of 

Parliament. Professor Gallagher countered this view by stating that “if used sparingly and in a regulated fashion, the 

referendum can enhance rather than subvert representative democracy”.    

 

Using the source, evaluate the view that the UK should keep the FPTP electoral system to elect the House of Commons 
 

The source is adapted from an article written by Simon Jenkins which appeared in the Guardian newspaper on 17th March 
2011. It was written to express his view on the upcoming referendum in that year on the proposal to replace the FPTP 
electoral system with the AV voting system for electing the House of Commons. 

Electoral systems, like constitutions can be fair or unfair, useful or disastrous, depending on the uses to which they are put. 
The crucial question is not which system is fairer or upsets fewer people - it is what objective the exercise is trying to 
achieve. Who is being voted to what and where? Voting is a tool of democracy. We do not design tools without asking their 
purpose. 

The trouble is that voting in British national elections is about two separate things: choosing a Prime minister and 
Government; and choosing someone to represent the occupants of a patch of territory in the House of Commons. The 
confusion arises, because the commons is required first and foremost, to act as an electoral college and talent pool for the 
government, wherein 4-5 years away they will be called upon to do it again. 

The British constitution does not allow democracy to ordain a Separation of powers. It treats voters as not up to the job of 
voting for the government directly but expects them to mandate Members of Parliament to do it for them, and mandates 
that members of Parliament hold that government to account.  

Yielding a clear-cut and stable administration is the dominant requirement of a democratic election. I opt for the electoral 
system that most delivers it, which has long been FPTP. In crude historical terms it has served Britain well. If anyone were to 
offer a true separation of powers between government and Parliament, each elected and separately accountable, then 
there would be no need for a Commons majority. Until then I stick with the devil I know, FPTP. 

Using the source, evaluate the case that AMS is a more appropriate electoral system for 21st century Britain 
 

The source is adapted from an article forming part of the 2017 Audit of UK Democracy undertaken by Democratic Audit, 
an independent research organization which examines the quality and effectiveness of UK democracy. This part of the 
Audit examined how successful the AMS electoral system has been since its introduction into Scottish and Welsh regional 
elections. It is the work of Patrick Dunleavy and Democratic Audit staff. 
 

Since 1999 voting systems in the UK have been diversified. Additional Member System (AMS) was used for the new 
devolved bodies in Scotland and Wales. A key rationale for the two systems is to offer a large degree of proportionality. 
Regional bodies perform significantly better than Westminster when it comes to comparing percentage of seats a party 
obtains to the percentage of votes it achieved. 

The AMS intend to produce coalition or minority governments see table 1. However, the arrangements for forming 
governments have generally fared well in both bodies, without prolonged uncertainty and rancour between and within 
parties. 

Term Scottish Parliament (129 MSPs) Welsh Assembly 60 AMs 

2016- SNP (63 seats) – Minority Government  Labour (29 seats) – Minority Government 

2011-
2016 

SNP (69 seats) – Majority Government Labour (30 seats) – Minority Government 
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2007-
2011 

SNP (47 seats) – Minority Government Labour (26 seats) + Plaid Cymru (15 seats) – 
Coalition Government 

2003-
2007 

Labour (50 seats) + Lib Dems (17 seats) – 
Coalition Government 

Labour (30 seats) – Majority Government 

1999-
2003 

Labour (56 seats) + Lib Dems (17 seats) – 
Coalition Government 

1999-2000 – Labour (28 seats) – Minority 
Government 

 

2000 – Labour (28 seats) + Lib Dems (6 seats) – 
Coalition Government 

AMS is easy to count, and it is straightforward for voters to understand how the overall result happened. Outcomes have 
had high levels of public acceptance and legitimacy. Turnout levels have range between 49% and 59% in Scotland whilst 
Wales has averaged 43%. Under AMS, parties have incentives to put equal numbers of men and women on their top-up lists. 
The Scottish Parliament currently has 35% female representation and the Welsh Assembly 40%. This is better than the 
situation in the House of Commons. 

As these bodies become more significant and permanent in the eyes of citizens, voters interest, turnout levels media 
coverage may increase, especially in Scotland. 

 

Section A Q2 – (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – NO SOURCE) 

• Evaluate the extent to which general elections in the UK are lost by the government rather than won 
by the opposition 

• Evaluate how far alternative electoral systems introduced since 1997 have benefited the UK political 
system 

• Evaluate the extent to which the first-past-the-post electoral system is no longer fit for purpose  

• Evaluate criticisms of the various electoral systems used in the UK 

• Evaluate the criticisms that have been levelled against the use of referendums in the UK 

• Evaluate the case for introducing proportional representation for UK general elections 

• Evaluate the extent to which the first-past-the-post electoral system promotes strong and stable 

government 

• Evaluate the extent to which proportional representation promotes a democratic multi-party system 

• Evaluate the extent to which the increased use of referendums would promote democracy in the UK 

• Evaluate the view that referendums are the best way to resolve constitutional and political issues 

• Evaluate the extent to which the various electoral systems used in the UK produce very different 

outcomes 

• Evaluate the view that Referendums may not be as democratic as they might seem at first sight 

• Evaluate the view that the merits of alternative electoral systems outweigh the merits of FPTP 

• Evaluate the extent to which the UK has developed into a multi-party system 
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Political Parties 

Section A Q1– (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – each question uses a source) 

Using the source, evaluate the view that the major parties still remain the dominant force in UK politics 

In your response you must:  

• compare the different opinions in the source  

• consider the view and the alternative view in a balanced way  

• use a balance of knowledge and understanding both arising from the source and beyond the source to help you to 

analyse and evaluate 

“The party system Political parties have existed in one form or another since at least the 18th century, they are an 

essential element of UK politics. Since the Second World War, all the Governments in the UK have been formed by either 

the Labour Party or the Conservative Party. This did differ in 2010 when the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats formed 

a coalition government. The major parties capture the main issues of the day and present choice. Furthermore, the 

current electoral system favours few parties in the race to govern. Minority parties ‘Minority parties’ are those that sit 

outside the traditional big three (Labour, Conservative and Liberal Democrat Parties) and have had power over 

Parliament for over a century. A significant shift has taken place in politics in recent years, with more people questioning 

the ‘Establishment of Westminster’ and looking to parties like the SNP, Plaid Cymru, the Green Party and UKIP. In 2015, 

UKIP and the Greens obtained 5 million votes between them, also the SNP reached 56 seats of the 59 available in 

Scotland, becoming the third largest party in the House of Commons. Minority parties are enjoying success and 

recognition. A secure victory is now not the expected norm for either Labour or Conservative Parties, they now have 

much to fear and much to lose from a range of minority parties who are gaining ground. The voter has little to choose 

between when looking to the major parties. In terms of policy, there is little that separates the major parties and all the 

policy they produce is similar, with battles over style as opposed to substance. By contrast, many of the minority parties 

present a fresh approach to politics.” 

(Source: from www.parliament.uk – used under Open Parliament Licence v3.0 and adapted from: The New Wave: 

Minority Parties – SNP, Plaid Cymru and the Green Party http://www.vice.com/en_uk/video/the-new-wave-minority-

parties) 

Using the source, evaluate the view that the Labour Party has returned to its original ideological position 
 

“There are two ways of viewing the ‘Corbyn revolution’ which emerged within the Labour Party in 2015. Some argue that 

this a return to the roots of the Labour Party. Many of Corbyn’s ideas were forged in the 1970s and 1980s when he was a 

young party member and when such ideological figures as Tony Benn, Ken Livingstone and Michael Foot were prominent 

in the party. His proposals for the state ownership of the railways and state control over utility industries come straight 

from that era. He also believes in the power of the state to create greater economic equality and to curb the excesses of 

capitalism. Others see it as a temporary insurgency. Many new supporters who voted for Corbyn in the leadership 

elections are seen as Marxist ‘entryists’. For such critics the legacy of Tony Blair and New Labour is where the modern 

Labour Party is and should position itself. They point out that most Labour voters are actually moderate and that the 

majority of Labour MPs and peers do not support Corbyn. They support more centrist policies on taxation, welfare and 

the role of the state. Then, of course, came the 2017 general election at which Labour, under the much criticised Corbyn, 

increased their share of the vote by 10%. This gave great encouragement to the left, but the divide in the party still 
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remains. Labour did not win the 2017 election and is likely to be out of power for up to 12 years.  It remains to be seen 

whether Labour can survive this split and, indeed, which ideological position will prevail.” 

Using the source, evaluate the extent to which two-party dominance has declined in the UK 
 

Two-party dominance in the UK 

Election year Conservative Seats Labour Seats Third Party Seats % of seats won by 
the two main parties 

1979 339 269 11 95.8 

1983 397 209 23 93.3 

1987 376 229 22 93.0 

1992 336 271 20 93.2 

1997 165 418 46 88.4 

2001 166 413 52 87.8 

2005 198 356 62 85.6 

2010 307 258 57 86.9 

2015 331 232 56 86.7 

2017 317 262 62 89 
 

 
Using the source, evaluate the extent to which the funding of parties should be controlled and reformed 

 
The issue of party funding has been controversial in the UK for many years. From the 1970s onwards it was becoming 
apparent that there were three problems emerging in this field. The first was the escalating costs of running a party, not 
least the cost of campaigning in elections. The second was the growing disparity between how much the established 
parties – Labour and Conservatives – could afford compared with smaller parties. Small parties, already disadvantaged 
by the electoral system, now suffered from a huge funding gap. The third issue was the growing practice of business and 
individuals making sizeable donations to parties in the hope and expectation of favourable policies and even the 
prospect of being given an honour. In a tit-for-tat blame game, Labour accused the Conservatives of being bribed by big 
business while the Tories pointed out that Labour was heavily reliant on funding from trade unions.  
 
Although there have been some reforms, including greater transparency over large donations, there has been no serious 
attempt to reform the system in recent times. The key issue revolves around the possibility of state funding of parties. 
This is a practice which is quite common in other parts of Europe. It is, though, highly controversial. Supporters say it will 
stop the abuses of large donations and will create greater equality between parties. Critics, however, point out that 
parties are private organisations and there can be no justification for taxpayers funding them. There is also the problem 
of how to distribute state funds: which parties should receive help and in what proportions. 
 
If state funding is rejected, the remaining answer is to reform the regulations. The most popular idea follows the 
American system where there is a limit on the size of individual donations. This seems an obvious step, but there are 
ways round it, as the American experience indicates. Driving funding underground through over-regulation, it is argued, 
will only encourage corruption. 

 
Using the sources, evaluate the view that there is little in common between Conservative and Labour Party policies 

and ideas. You may also draw on your knowledge of developments and changes since 2015 
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Using the source, evaluate the view that the present system of funding political parties is in urgent need of change 
 

The source is adapted from an article on the BBC website describing proposals for greater taxpayer funding of UK 

political parties. It was published in November 2011 and was based upon a report by the independence committee 

for standards in public life. 

 

Sir Christopher Kelly, the chairman of the committee, said “All three main parties now depend on large donations from 

a very small number of individuals or organisations for the funds necessary for their survival. This cannot be healthy for 

democracy”.  

 

The recommendations from the committee included Placing an annual cap on individual donations to a political party of 

£10000. at present there is no limit on donations although the name of anybody who gives more than £7500 is made 
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public. A good deal of the resulting reduction in party income would be offset by increased state funding for every party 

with two or more MPs or representatives in devolved assemblies. It would come as £3 payment for every vote received 

in a general election and £1.50 for every vote received in devolved election elections. Sir Christopher said it amounted 

to 50p, per voter, per year and said people would understand that this was necessary to take “big money” out of 

politics. 

 

The reports notes that both the conservatives and Labour would be hit by the proposals- while the Lib Dems, whose 

income is far lower, would be likely to gain. The conservative party “broadly welcomed the report” but wanted the cats 

it's on individual donations to be £50,000 per year. At the same time the party’s co-chair said, “I'm not convinced even 

in better economic circumstances that this is a wise way for us to be spending taxpayer’s money” 

 

The Labour Party said it would “to study in detail” the report’s proposals. However increased state funding for parties 

was not a priority in the current economic environment. They had also said they had concerns regarding trade union 

affiliation fees. The report had said such fees could Be counted as a collection of small individual payments if members 

were required to “opt in” to the fees rather than “opting out” as at present.      

 

The Liberal Democrats said any move “to limit undue influence on the political process by private individuals, 

businesses and the trade unions can only be a good thing. Wall it is clear now it is not the time for more public money 

to be spent on politicians, that shouldn't stop us taking immediate action terraform political funding”.  
 

 

 

Section A Q2 – (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – NO SOURCE) 

• Evaluate how far the Labour Party has remained true to its traditional principles 

• Evaluate how far the modern Conservative Party may be described as a ‘one-nation’ party 

• Evaluate the criticisms of the major political parties 

• Evaluate the view that the two-party system is over in Britain 

• Evaluate the view that all the main UK parties support liberal ideas 

• Evaluate the case for introducing the state funding of parties 

• Evaluate the extent to which small parties have an impact on UK Politics today 

• Evaluate the extent to which the media can influence support for political parties 

• Evaluate the extent to which the success of Political Parties depends heavily on the performance of its 

Leader 

• Evaluate the extent to which the major Political Parties disagree more with each other than they 

agree  

• Evaluate the view that that the major Political Parties are more disunited than they are united 

• Evaluate the impact of turnout in determining the outcome of elections 

• Evaluate the relative importance of different demographic factors in voting behaviour 

• Evaluate the extent to which the various types of media simply reinforce political choice rather than 

altering it 

• Evaluate the extent to which the growing impact of minor parties has come about through the 

introduction of alternative voting systems 
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Voting behaviour and the media 

Section A Q1 – (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – each question uses a source) 

Using the source, evaluate the importance of class in voting behaviour 

In your response you must:  

• compare the different opinions in the source  

• consider the view and the alternative view in a balanced way  

• use a balance of knowledge and understanding both arising from the source and beyond the source to help you to analyse 
and evaluate 
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Using the source, evaluate the view that the newspaper press does not have a major influence on voting behaviour 

 

Using the source, evaluate the influence of the press in general elections in the UK 
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Using the source, evaluate the extent to which party leaders can secure victory in elections 
 

Not surprisingly, the media tend to concentrate upon the leaders of the main parties during election campaigns. It is easier 
to attract the attention of their readers with human interest stories than with dry party manifestos. There is no doubt that 
leaders are an important factor in voting behaviour, but their influence has probably been exaggerated. A proportion of the 
electorate still feel a strong attachment to a party, even in spite of partisan dealignment, so the way they vote is highly 
predictable. For those with no such strong attachment, valence is important. This concerns how people feel about a party, 
whether it can be trusted, especially over the economy, and whether it is united. Leadership qualities are part of valence, to 
be sure, but they are rarely decisive. 
 
Positive and negative images of leaders have always played a part, of course. Gordon Brown lost in 2010 partly as a result of 
his poor media image. Margaret Thatcher, in the 1980s, probably enhanced her party’s majorities as a result of her positive 
image as the ‘iron lady’. The 2017 general election was largely fought as a contest between Theresa May, representing 
‘strong and stable government’, and Jeremy Corbyn, who was portrayed in much of the press as weak and indecisive. It is 
likely that the press would like us to believe that they are influencing the outcome of elections by highlighting the strengths 
and weaknesses of party leaders, but the truth is rarely so simple. This was never more clearly demonstrated than in the 
June 2017 general election when Jeremy Corbyn defied a storm of press ridicule and opposition to enhance the reputation 
of both himself and his party. 
 
Demographic factors, the issues and the image of the parties would seem to be more important, according to most experts 
on electoral activity. It is also true that social media are gradually taking over from the traditional newspapers as voters’ 
principal source of opinion and information.  
 

Using the source, evaluate the view that age was the most important factor in determining the outcome of the 2015 
general election 
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Using the source, evaluate the view that short term considerations now dominate peoples voting behaviour 

 
This source is adapted from an article which appeared on the BBC news website on the 7th June 2017 under the heading 
‘Election 2017: How do people actually decide who to vote for? It was commissioned by the BBC from Rosie Campbell 
who is professor of politics at Birkbeck, University of London. 
 
For some of us, choosing which box to cross on the ballot paper is straight forward. A sizeable but shrinking proportion of 
voters usually vote consistently election after election staying loyal to the same party. This commitment used to be linked to 
one’s social class. In 1964, more than 6/10 voters were either middle class Tories or working-class Labour supporters. 
However, class has become a very inconsistent predictor of how people will vote. Both the major parties still rely on party 
loyalists to make up their core vote, but over time, this dependable base has declined. 
 
In 1966, just 13% of voters switched parties between elections, but by the 2015 general election nearly 40% of voters did 
just that. Amongst the factors which makes us change our minds are the way the media frames the election, the twists and 
turns of the campaign and the way we respond to the promises we hear the political parties pontificate during campaigns. 
 
There is a significant discord among British voters between those who considers themselves liberal (often the young, 
university educated and those in professional jobs) and those who express more authoritarian views. The role that social 
values play was brought into sharp relief by analysis of the Brexit Vote.  
 
It is also worth remembering that while we generally focus on the national campaigns, general elections are in fact, first and 
foremost, a series of 650 local contests. In fact, some FPTP contests will experience tactical voting by those who feel that 
their preferred party won’t win and will therefore try to keep out their most disliked party. In the UK, we tend to vote on the 
basis of party, but the characteristics of the candidate can influence us also.  
 
Finally, a central element of deciding how to vote is whether or not we turn up to vote at all. 
 

 
Using the source, evaluate the argument that the influence on UK by national newspapers is declining 

 

This source is adapted from an article by Simon Helner under the title ‘A turning point for papers’. It appeared in the ‘I’ newspaper 

on the 10th of June 2017, just 2 days after the general election.  
 
We have come a long way since The Sun claimed it ‘was wot won it’. The headline was back in 1992 when the paper had 
been pitiless in its opposition to Labour Leader Neil Kinnock and urged its readers to back John Major who subsequently 
won an unexpected victory. 
 
Then, as now, The Sun is the most widely read daily newspaper in Britain. Throughout the campaign, the paper has been 
vicious in its depictions of Jeremy Corbyn as an unelectable idiot and terrorist sympathiser. And what happened? Corbyn 
increased the Labour vote by more than 10 percentage points. 
 
Across town at the Daily Mail, the second most widely read newspaper will have also been similarly bemused. Corbyn, 
McDonnell and Abbott were described by the newspaper as having devoted their lives to befriending enemies of Britain, 
whilst undermining the very institutions that keep us safe in our beds.  
 
What does this all mean? It is partly, but not wholly, explained by the diminishing influence of the printed media. 
Newspapers still have the power to shape the agenda. They continue to be feared and courted by politicians of all stripes. 
But as we know, young people do not turn to newspapers as a primary source of news, let alone opinion, and they appear to 
be the ones largely responsible for creating this political tremor. The new politics is about mobilising people, not mobilising 
opinion. 
 
It didn’t matter that the big battalions in the press were lined up against Corbyn. He could pull in a crowd of the young and 
be engaged, and we should have recognized the growing confidence of a man who was getting such direct affirmation from 
large numbers of supporters.   
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Section A Q2 – (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – NO SOURCE) 

• Evaluate the extent to which social factors determine voting behaviour 

• Evaluate how far the behaviour of the British electorate has altered since the 1950s 

• Evaluate the argument that the media shape public opinion and voting intentions 

• Evaluate the view that media support is crucial for achieving success in general elections referring to 

at least three general elections 

• Evaluate the relative importance of different demographic factors in voting behaviour 

• Evaluate the impact of turnout in determining the outcome of elections 

• Evaluate the view that, for the general public, the media is more significant than policy statements 

and manifestoes from political parties 

• Evaluate the argument that class is no longer the key factor in predicting voter behaviour 

• Evaluate the extent to which election campaigns influence the outcome of the vote 

• Evaluate the extent to which TV is the most influential media source for voters in the UK 

• Evaluate the extent to which political parties’ elections campaigns have come to take to take account of 

regional differences 

• Evaluate the extent to which general elections are decided through voters taking a view on which party 

leader will make the best Prime Minister 

 

Core Ideologies 

Section B Q3 – (x1 24-mark question from a choice of 2 – NO SOURCE) - 
You must use appropriate thinkers you have studied to support your answer and consider b
oth sides in a balanced way.  

Conservatism: 

• To what extent are the views of One Nation conservatives on the economy 
consistent with those of the New Right? 

• To what extent do conservatives have a common view of human nature? 

• To what extent do conservatives agree about human nature? 

• To what extent do conservatives disagree about the state’s role in the economy? 

• To what extent do conservatives agree on pragmatism? 

• To what extent are conservatives pragmatic?  

• To what extent do conservatives differ over the role of the state?  

• To what extent is conservatism a philosophy of imperfection? 

• To what extent is conservatism coherent ideology?  

• To what extent do conservatives agree on human nature? 

• To what extent do conservatives agree that human nature is imperfect? 

• To what extent do One Nation and New Right conservatives agree over the role of 
the state? 

• To what extent has ideology replaced pragmatism at the heart of Conservatism? 

• To what extent does the New Right dominate today’s conservatism? 
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Liberalism: 

• To what extent do modern and classical liberals agree over the role of the state? 

• To what extent do liberals disagree over the role of the state? 

• To what extent do liberals support equality? 

• To what extent have modern liberals abandoned the concept of negative liberty in 
favour of the concept of positive liberty? 

• To what extent have modern liberals abandoned individualism and embraced 
collectivism?  

• To what extent does modern liberalism depart from the ideas of classical liberalism?  

• To what extent do modern and classical liberals agree over the nature of the state?  

• To what extent can liberalism be reconciled with collectivism?  

• To what extent do classical and modern liberals agree on the economy? 

• To what extent do classical and modern liberals agree on human nature? 

• To what extent do liberals differ over the pursuit of a meritocratic society? 
• To what extent have modern liberals resolved the conflict between individualism and 

social justice? 
• To what extent do modern and classic liberals agree on the concept of freedom?  

Socialism: 

• To what extent are different socialists committed to ‘equality of outcome’? 

• To what extent is socialism committed to collectivism? 

• To what extent is socialism committed to equality?  

• To what extent do socialists disagree about the economy? 

• To what extent do socialists agree on both the means and ends of socialism?  

• To what extent are socialists committed to the abolition of capitalism?  

• To what extent are socialists committed to equality of outcome?  

• ‘Socialists have disagreed over means rather than ends.’ To what extent is this true?  

• To what extent are different socialists in agreement on the economy? 

• To what extent do socialists agree on the nature of society?  

• To what extent have socialists agreed that the existing state must be destroyed in 
order to achieve socialism? 

• To what extent do socialists differ over the role of the State? 
 

Component 2 – UK Government 

Timings and hints: 

Section A Q1 – 45 mins per question – In your answer you should draw on relevant knowledge and 

understanding of the study of Component 1 : UK Politics and Core Political Ideas and consider this view and 

alternative to this view in a balanced way 

Section A Q2 – 40 mins 
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Section B Q3 – 35 mins 

The Constitution 

Section A Q1– (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – each question uses a source) 

Using the source, evaluate the effectiveness of constitutional reform since 1997 
 

In your response you must:  

• compare the different opinions in the source  

• consider the view and the alternative view in a balanced way  

• use a balance of knowledge and understanding both arising from the source and beyond the source to help you to analyse 

and evaluate 
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Using the source, evaluate the view that Constitutional reforms in the UK since 1997 have been weak, incomplete and 
require further change 
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Using the source, evaluate the arguments for introducing a codified constitution of the UK  
 

 
 

Using the source, evaluate the view that the UK needs a codified constitution 
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Using the source, evaluate the view that the logical next step after devolution to Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland is 
the devolution of further power to England 
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Evaluate the view that the UK Parliament remains sovereign 

 

 

 
Using the source, evaluate how far you agree that constitutional reforms since 1997 have been unsuccessful 

 

The first part of this adapted source is a list of arguments made by academic Dr Robert Brett Taylor on the failures of devolution 

(https://ukconstitutionallaw.org/2017/06/13/robert-brett-taylor-the-west-lothian-question-evel%ADand-the-2017-general-election/). The 

second is information on changes to the House of Lords from parliament.uk 

(https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld199697/ldinfo/ld03mem/inf3e.htm#party and https://www.parliament.uk/mps-lords-and-

offices/lords/composition-of-the-lords/ )  

 
Dr Robert Brett Taylor is an academic who specialises in constitutional law. In his article  “The West Lothian question, English votes for 
English laws and the 2017 General Election”, he identifies many problems with Devolution reform:  
 

• The Cameron government in 2015 attempted to answer the West Lothian question primarily by ensuring that English only matters 
must require a majority of support from English Members of Parliament. Taylor argues that this has failed to deliver fair devolution. 

• The Conservatives, despite losing their majority in 2017 are still the largest party in the UK. This is partly due to the increased support 
in Scotland – they now have 13 Scottish Conservative Members of Parliament. 

• The current confidence and supply Government will rely more heavily on the support of the Scottish Members of Parliament as well as 
DUP Members of Government in order to pass legislation. 

• The Conservatives have a very slim majority over Labour in England and Wales. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld199697/ldinfo/ld03mem/inf3e.htm#party
https://www.parliament.uk/mps-lords-and-offices/lords/composition-of-the-lords/
https://www.parliament.uk/mps-lords-and-offices/lords/composition-of-the-lords/
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Section A Q2 – (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – NO SOURCE) 

• Evaluate the extent to which rights are effectively protected by the UK's 
constitutional arrangements 

• Evaluate the extent to which the UK Parliament remains effectively sovereign  

• Evaluate the argument that there are more advantages to having a codified 
constitution than remaining with an uncodified constitution 

• Evaluate the extent to which the devolution process has successfully enhanced 
democracy in the UK 

• Evaluate the extent to which the UK is now effectively a federal system  

• Evaluate how far constitutional reforms since 1997 have undermined the power of 
Parliament 

• Evaluate the extent to which the UK would be better served with a codified 
constitution 

• Evaluate the extent to which constitutional reforms since 1997 have significantly 
improved democracy in the UK 

• Evaluate the view that the conventions of ministerial responsibility no longer 
adequately account for the actions of ministers 
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Parliament 

Section A Q1– (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – each question uses a source) 

Using the source, evaluate the arguments in favour of an elected second chamber 
In your response you must:  
• compare the different opinions in the source  
• consider the view and the alternative view in a balanced way  
• use a balance of knowledge and understanding both arising from the source and beyond the source to help you to 
analyse and evaluate 

 
 

Using the source, evaluate effectiveness of the House of Commons 
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Using the source, evaluate the view that Prime Ministers Questions should be abolished and replaced by other forms of 

parliamentary scrutiny of the executive 
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Using the sources, evaluate the view that the House of Lords is in need of major reform  

 

Using  the source, evaluate the view that the Lords should remain an unelected house 

 

Using the source, evaluate the respective claims of the two Houses of Parliament to be truly representative  
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Using the source, evaluate the view that the Lords should remain an unelected house 
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Using the source, evaluate the view that the House of Lords can now be said to be the most powerful chamber because 
of reforms in recent years 

 
The source contains graphs adapted from information available at parliament.uk including a list of government defeats 
in the House of Lords and the demographic representation of House of Lords Peers 
(https://www.parliament.uk/about/faqs/house-of-lords-faqs/lords-govtdefeats/ and 
http://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/LLN-2017-0098/LLN-2017-0098.pdf)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Using the source, evaluate the extent to which checks by Parliament effectively scrutinise the executive 
 

This source is adapted from a written transcript from Prime Minister’s Questions, November 1st, 2017. It is available at 

parliament.uk along with other transcripts of parliamentary debate.  

 

Jeremy Corbyn: A tax avoidance scheme has been exposed relating to the import of private jets to the Isle of Man, so can 
the prime minister assure the House that the HMRC will investigate these new allegations? 

The Prime Minister: when cases are referred to the HMRC in relation to tax avoidance, it takes them seriously . We have 
secured almost £ 160 billion in additional revenues since 2010 because we clamp down on tax avoidance. 
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Jeremy Corbyn: There are 957 business Jets in the Isle of Man which seems excessive for any island. Will the prime 
minister commit HMRC to investigate all evidence of UK tax avoidance and evasion from this leak, and prosecute where 
feasible?  

The Prime Minister: I have given an Assurance in my first answer that HMRC does take these issues very seriously, does 
investigate and does take action, and that, where appropriate, loopholes are closed. What is important is to look at the 
record, and I have mentioned the additional  £ 160 billion of compliance revenues since 2010.  

Jeremy Corbyn: it's a strange pattern here. in 2015, conservative members of the European Parliament voted against 5 
reports that would introduce methods of fighting tax avoidance and evasion. Despite that, HMRC is currently cutting 
another 8,000 staff. Will the prime minister assure HMRC will get more resources in the upcoming budget to tackle tax 
avoidance and evasion? 

 

Section A Q2 – (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – NO SOURCE) 

• Evaluate the effectiveness of backbench MPs 

• Evaluate the effectiveness of the House of Lords 

• Evaluate how far Parliament retains sole sovereignty within the UK political system 

• Evaluate the extent to which the House of Lords performs a meaningful role in UK 
democracy 

• Evaluate the extent to which Parliament is able effectively to call government to 
account 

• Using the source, evaluate the respective claims of the two Houses of Parliament to 
be truly representative institutions 

• Evaluate the extent to which Parliament remains sovereign 

• Evaluate how far reforms since 1997 have made Parliament a more democratic 
institution 

• Evaluate the view that the House of Commons is in greater need of reform than the 
House of Lords 

• Evaluate how far the concept of ministerial responsibility remains an important 
feature in UK Government 

• Evaluate the view that Parliament is becoming increasingly effective in carrying out 
its main functions 
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Prime Minister and the Executive 

Section A Q1– (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – each question uses a source) 

Using the source, evaluate the importance of the cabinet in policy making 
In your response you must:  
• compare the different opinions in the source  

• consider the view and the alternative view in a balanced way  

• use a balance of knowledge and understanding both arising from the source and beyond the source to help you to analyse and 

evaluate 
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Using the source, evaluate the extent to which prime ministers dominate the UK political system  

 
Using the source evaluate the extent to which prime ministers are able to dominate the political system 
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Using the sources, evaluate the view that prime ministers have become too powerful in recent years  

 
 

Using the sources, evaluate the extent to which Prime Ministers control the decisions made by their Government 
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Using the source, evaluate the extent to which Prime Ministers can control their Cabinets 

 
 

Using the source, evaluate the extent to which the Prime Minister is free form effective political constraints 
 

 

Using the source, evaluate the extent to which Theresa May has been able to control the political agenda and dictate events in 
her time as Prime Minister 

 

The text section of this source is adapted from articles in the Telegraph, the Guardian and the ‘I’ Newspaper, early into Theresa  

May’s tenure as Prime Minister. The graph is directly from the BBC website which tracks changes in Theresa May’s popularity  

as Prime Minister (https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/04/26/theresa-may-popular-voters-leader-since-late-1970s, 

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/jul/14/theresa-mays-decisive-reshuffle-draws-line-under-cameron-era and 

https://inews.co.uk/news/politics/poll-theresa-may-highest-approval-rating-since-becoming-prime-minister/ )  

 
Telegraph and Guardian – April 2017 and July 2016: 
 
 
In April 2017, Theresa May was voted the most popular leader since the 1970s, as almost two-thirds of voters said she was more 
capable than the opposition leader, Jeremy Corbyn. She also had a great command over Conservative Party supporters, with 98% 
of them believing she was the most capable leader of the Government.  
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May put herself in an advantageous position after winning support from a large proportion of Conservative MPs in her successful 
leadership bid. This allowed her to make decisive steps in recovering from David Cameron’s referendum defeat and subsequent 
resignation, including the swift reshuffle of her Cabinet to satisfy Remainers and Brexiteers within her party. 
 
‘I’ Newspaper- December 2018: 
 
Theresa May’s tough political week seems to have helped her standing with voters who, to the tune of 47% believe that she is 
brave and someone who sticks to her beliefs. This is the highest rating she has received since becoming PM in July 2017. The Tories 
were also able to cut Labour’s lead to 1% point (38% to Labour’s 39%). However, it is not all good news with over half of the voters 
(53%) disapproving of the way the PM has handled the Brexit situation with only 28% in favour. The PM has suffered a difficult 18 
months since calling a snap general election for June 2017 where she lost her majority in Parliament necessitating the need for a 
Confidence and Supply agreement with the DUP in order to pass key legislation. Many of her policy aims had to be shelved due to 
the result of the election. 

 

 

 

Section A Q2 – (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – NO SOURCE) 

• Evaluate the extent to which the UK government’s control over 
Parliament has reduced in recent years 

• Evaluate the view that the conventions of ministerial responsibility no 
longer adequately account for the actions of ministers 

• Evaluate the extent to which Prime Ministers dominate cabinet. Use the 
information of at least three Prime Ministers 

• Evaluate the extent to which Prime Ministers dominate the Political 
System – use the information of at least three Prime Ministers 

• Evaluate the importance of collective responsibility 

• Evaluate the extent to which the cabinet can shape policy and control 
the power of the Prime Minister 

• Evaluate the extent to which the limitations on the role of the Prime 
Minister will ultimately outweigh the powers of the office 

• Evaluate the extent to which the executive has become less powerful in 
relation to Parliament 

• Evaluate how far the power of the executive has been undermined by 
constitutional reforms since 1997 

• Evaluate the effectiveness of backbenchers 

• Evaluate the extent to which the Prime Minister has become more 
powerful in recent years 

• Evaluate the extent to which Prime Ministers are now effectively 
‘Presidential’  

• Evaluate the view that the conventions of ministerial responsibility no 
longer adequately account for the actions of ministers 
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Relations between the Institutions 

Section A Q1– (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – each question uses a source) 
 

Using the source, evaluate the idea that the House of Lords is a more effective check on government power than the House 
of Commons 

In your response you must:  
• compare the different opinions in the source  
• consider the view and the alternative view in a balanced way  
• use a balance of knowledge and understanding both arising from the source and beyond the source to help you to analyse 
and evaluate 

 
Using the source, evaluate the role of judges in protecting rights in the UK 
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Using the source, evaluate the view that judges should not exercise control over the power of government 
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Using the source, evaluate the extent to which the UK judiciary can control executive power  

 

 
Using the sources, evaluate the view that the European Court of Human Rights undermines democracy in the UK 
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Using the sources, evaluate the view that judges don’t effectively protect civil liberties in the UK 
 

 

Using the source, evaluate the view that there is conflict between the Judiciary and the Government 
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Using the source, evaluate the view that Parliament is able to control the executive 

 
Using the source, evaluate the extent Judges are free from bias (neutral) and sufficiently independent from other branches 

of government 
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Using the source, evaluate the view that Parliament is still sovereign in the UK and has not become subject to the authority of 
the European Union, the executive or the judiciary 

 
The source contains adapted extracts from a BBC article – ‘Does the EU impact on UK Sovereignty’ combined with an article 
from the Telegraph – ‘What would Brexit mean for British sovereignty’ (http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-eu-
referendum-35630757 and https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/05/19/how-does-the-eu-impinge-on-british-
sovereignty-and-if-the-uk-vot/ and https://www.parliament.uk/about/faqs/house-of-lords-faqs/lords-govtdefeats/)   
 
BBC 
 
Boris Johnson complained that the European Union has become an organisation responsible for many different areas of 
policy, from agriculture to transport. At the heart of the EU are laws designed to allow most goods, services, money and 
people to move freely within EU member states. 
 
The two most common types of EU laws are known as regulations and directives. These are interpreted by the European Court 
of Justice.  
 
Never has the EU tried to change the constitutional structures of its member states. EU summits are attended by Presidents, 
Prime Ministers and Chancellors who lead countries with very different legal systems. All the EU can do is to ensure that its 
members meet common standards of justice and democracy. 
 
Telegraph 
 
EU law still is binding over UK law. Leaving the EU ensures that we will regain sovereignty over key policy areas including 
agriculture, fisheries, economic policy, human rights and immigration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using the source, evaluate the extent to which judicial independence and neutrality has been further guaranteed in recent 

times 
 

This source shows the current justices (as at the end of January 2019) of the Supreme Court. It is obtained from ‘biographies of the 

justices’ on the Supreme Court website, in which some of their demographic features are listed 

(https:www.supremecourt.uk/about/biographies-of-the-justices.html) 
 

Judge and Role Sex Age  Ethnicity School Type University 

Lady Hale Female 73 White British Grammar Cambridge 

0
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1979-1983 1983-1987 1987-1992 1992-1997 1997-2001 2001-2005 2005-2010 2010-2015 2015-2017 2017-2019

Government defeats in the House of Lords 1979-2019 in 
chronological order* (*as of December 2018)

Government Session

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-eu-referendum-35630757
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-eu-referendum-35630757
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/05/19/how-does-the-eu-impinge-on-british-sovereignty-and-if-the-uk-vot/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/05/19/how-does-the-eu-impinge-on-british-sovereignty-and-if-the-uk-vot/
https://www.parliament.uk/about/faqs/house-of-lords-faqs/lords-govtdefeats/
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Lord Reed Male 62 White British Private Oxford 

Lord Kerr Male 70 White British Grammar Queen’s (Belfast) 

Lord Wilson Male 73 White British Private Oxford 

Lord Carnworth Male 73 White British Private Cambridge 

Lord Hodge Male 65 White British Private Cambridge 

Lady Black Female 64 White British Private Durham 

Lord Lloyd-Jones Male 66 White British Grammar Cambridge 

Lord Briggs Male 63 White British Private Oxford 

Lady Arden Female 71 White British Private  

Lord Kitchin Male 63 White British Private Cambridge 

Lord Sales Male  56 White British Private Cambridge and 
Oxford 

 

 

Section A Q2 – (x1 30-mark question from a choice of 2 – NO SOURCE) 

• Evaluate the idea that the House of Commons is a more effective check 
on government power than the House of Lords 

• Evaluate the role of judges in protecting rights in the UK 

• Evaluate the extent to which the Supreme Court can control 
governmental power 

• Evaluate the belief that the balance of power between the executive and 
parliament is markedly shifted towards parliament 

• Evaluate the extent to which the executive can control the UK 
Parliament.  

• Evaluate the extent to which the Supreme Court can protect human 
rights in the UK 

• Evaluate how far the judiciary is the right body to protect civil liberties 

• Evaluate the extent to which the EU has impacted UK institutions 

• Evaluate the ability of the Supreme Court to control the power of UK 
Government 

 

*** YOU WILL BE GIVE ADDITIONAL PRACTICE QUESTIONS 

FOR PAPER 2 SECTION B ONCE WE HAVE CHOSEN OUR 

POLITICAL IDEA OPTION *** 
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FOR INSTANT ACCESS / MOST UP-TO-DATE LIST, PLEASE VISIT 
https://www.klshistory.co.uk/wider-reading--viewing.html  
 

Useful Textbooks / Wider Reading 
             = Miss H has a copy (and might let you borrow it if you’re really nice to her!)  

= In KLS Library 
 

• Essentials of UK Politics (fourth edition) by Andrew Heywood  

• Modern Political Ideologies (third edition) by Andrew Vincent 

• Political Ideologies (sixth edition) by Andrew Heywood  

• Essentials of Political Ideas: For A Level by Andrew Heywood  

• Edexcel UK Government and Politics for AS/A Level Fifth Edition by Neil McNaughton  

• British Politics for Dummies by Julian Knight (genuinely useful at A Level and very detailed)  

• Usbourne Politics for Beginners, Stowell (again, genuinely useful)  

• Politics UK (ninth edition) by Bill Jones and Philip Norton 

• British Politics (third edition) by Simon Griffiths and Robert Leach 

Exploring British Politics (fourth edition) by Mark Garnett and Philip Lynch 

• Why We Get the Wrong Politicians, Isabel Hardman  

30-second politics : the 50 most thought-provoking theories in politics, each explained in half a minute  

• Political ideas for A level: Liberalism, conservatism, socialism, feminism, anarchism  

Manufacturing consent : the political economy of the mass media  

 

Useful websites 
• Parliament TV: https://www.parliamentlive.tv/Commons 

• UK Parliament website www.parliament.uk 

• UK Parliament student videos 
https://www.youtube.com/user/UKParliament/playlists?view=50&sort=dd&shelf_id=8  

• Investigate your local MP: https://www.theyworkforyou.com/mp/  

• Weekly News Quiz Blog: https://www.tutor2u.net/politics/blog/a-week-is-a-long-time-uk-politics-quiz-2-
october-2019 

• MP for a week: https://learning.parliament.uk/resources/mp-for-a-week/#cta-target  

• BBC Teach: https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/citizenship-gcse-exploring-the-house-of-
commons/zfjh8xs  

• Andrew Heywood’s website www.andrewheywood.jimdo.com/articles/  

• Companion website to Andrew Heywood’s Political Ideologies book 
https://www.macmillanihe.com/companion/Heywood-Political-Ideologies/   
Tutor 2U https://www.tutor2u.net/politics/reference/study-notes; 
https://www.tutor2u.net/politics/collections/topical-examples-for-a-level-politics-exams 

• Politics Home www.politicshome.com 

• The Political Studies Association https://www.psa.ac.uk/psacommunities/specialist-groups/schools  

• Prechewed Politics www.prechewedpolitics.co.uk (U: rigbys@kls.herts.sch.uk P: learnmore1012)  

• Politics Review Extra https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/magazines/magazines-extras/politics-review-extras  

Wider Reading List (in addition to those specified on page 3) 

 

 

https://www.klshistory.co.uk/wider-reading--viewing.html
https://www.parliamentlive.tv/Commons
http://www.parliament.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/user/UKParliament/playlists?view=50&sort=dd&shelf_id=8
https://www.theyworkforyou.com/mp/
https://www.tutor2u.net/politics/blog/a-week-is-a-long-time-uk-politics-quiz-2-october-2019
https://www.tutor2u.net/politics/blog/a-week-is-a-long-time-uk-politics-quiz-2-october-2019
https://learning.parliament.uk/resources/mp-for-a-week/#cta-target
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/citizenship-gcse-exploring-the-house-of-commons/zfjh8xs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/citizenship-gcse-exploring-the-house-of-commons/zfjh8xs
http://www.andrewheywood.jimdo.com/articles/
https://www.macmillanihe.com/companion/Heywood-Political-Ideologies/
https://www.tutor2u.net/politics/reference/study-notes
http://www.politicshome.com/
https://www.psa.ac.uk/psacommunities/specialist-groups/schools
http://www.prechewedpolitics.co.uk/
mailto:rigbys@kls.herts.sch.uk
https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/magazines/magazines-extras/politics-review-extras
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• LSE Politics and Policy research http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/  

• MP voting tracker https://www.theyworkforyou.com/mps/  

• Simple Politics http://simplepolitics.co.uk/ 

• Politics Unboringed Playlist https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfxy4_sBQdxzZNqvVQXcBPvsl1Zgzy2-q  

• TED Talks https://www.ted.com/  

 
Useful News Broadcaster Websites (remember not all will be balanced) 

• BBC News www.bbc.co.uk/news/politics 

• BBC Parliament https://www.bbc.co.uk/tv/bbcparliament 

• Channel 4 https://www.channel4.com/news/  

• The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/politics 

• The Telegraph https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/ 

• The Economist https://www.economist.com/ 

• The Spectator https://www.spectator.co.uk/ 

• The Financial Times https://www.ft.com/world/uk/politics 

• LBC https://www.lbc.co.uk/ (Radio talk show: Beware RW presenters) 

• The Week https://www.theweek.co.uk/ 

• The New Statesman https://www.newstatesman.com/uk 

• Private Eye (very liberal) https://www.private-eye.co.uk/ 

 
Useful TV shows/broadcasts 

• See ‘Top Picks’ section for most up-to-date picks: https://www.klshistory.co.uk/wider-reading--viewing.html  

• Channel 4 News (7pm daily) 

• BBC News (BBC One - 1pm, 6pm and 10pm, daily) 

• BBC Newsnight (BBC Two 10.30pm, daily) 

• Politics Live (BBC Two 11.15am on Weds but 12.15pm every other day Mon-Fri, daily) 

• BBC News Channel Live (rolling) 

• BBC Parliament Channel 

• Sky News Channel (rolling) 

• Sunday Politics (BBC One, Sundays 11am, after AM) 

• Question Time (BBC Thursdays 10.30pm; only when Parliament is in session) 

• The Andrew Marr Show (Sunday; usually 9am) 

• Have I got News For You? (Fridays 9pm; series based; political satire) 

 

Useful Podcasts/Radio shows 
• The Today Show (BBC Radio Four 6-9am, daily) 

• The A Level Politics Show https://anchor.fm/nick-de-souza  

• The Guardian UK Politics Weekly https://www.theguardian.com/politics/series/politicsweekly 

• Westminster Hour (BBC Radio Four) https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006s624  

• The Week in Westminster (BBC Radio Four) https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qjfq 

• FT Politics https://www.ft.com/ft-politics-podcast 

• A Level Politics http://alevelpolitics.com/ 

• Talking Politics https://www.talkingpoliticspodcast.com/ 

• LBC radio station (beware RW hosts)  

 

Useful Blogs 
• Guido Fawkes https://order-order.com/ 

• Political Betting http://www.politicalbetting.com/ 

• Iain Dale https://www.iaindale.com 

• Labour list https://labourlist.org/ 

• Conservative Home https://www.conservativehome.com/ 

• Liberal Democrat Voice https://www.libdemvoice.org/ 

http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/
https://www.theyworkforyou.com/mps/
http://simplepolitics.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfxy4_sBQdxzZNqvVQXcBPvsl1Zgzy2-q
https://www.ted.com/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/politics
https://www.bbc.co.uk/tv/bbcparliament
https://www.channel4.com/news/
https://www.theguardian.com/politics
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/
https://www.economist.com/
https://www.spectator.co.uk/
https://www.ft.com/world/uk/politics
https://www.lbc.co.uk/
https://www.theweek.co.uk/
https://www.newstatesman.com/uk
https://www.private-eye.co.uk/
https://www.klshistory.co.uk/wider-reading--viewing.html
https://anchor.fm/nick-de-souza
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/series/politicsweekly
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006s624
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qjfq
https://www.ft.com/ft-politics-podcast
http://alevelpolitics.com/
https://www.talkingpoliticspodcast.com/
https://order-order.com/
http://www.politicalbetting.com/
https://www.iaindale.com/
https://labourlist.org/
https://www.conservativehome.com/
https://www.libdemvoice.org/
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Assessment Tracker 

 

Target Grade: ____ Aspirational Grade: _____ 
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 □ Course booklet 
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□ Class notes are up to date 
□ Homework is up to date 
□ Learning tracker (knowledge checklist) is up to date.  
□ Assessment Tracker (in this booklet) is up to date 
□ Evidence of a minimum of 4 hours of independent study per week, 

including an up-to-date reading record ((in this booklet) 
□ Glossary is up to date, either in this booklet or as a separate 

marked section in folder) 
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Reading/Watching Log Template  
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Glossary Template 
 

Keyword/Concept Definition 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

 


